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Abstract 

The thesis analysis the car parks’ elements and the factors that influence the drivers’ behaviour 

on them. Then makes an approach to the definition of the strategy of how the car drivers search 

for free parking spaces. The reason for it is that there is a need to assess car parks’ design 

parameters in the terms of their performance. One of the decisive factors is also the drivers’ 

behaviour. A car park simulation based on the environment of matrices is designed and 

implemented in MATLAB. The algorithm for searching for the parking spaces is designed and 

implemented within that as well. The results of the simulation are presented. 
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1 Introduction 

The field of the road traffic engineering has many branches. We usually associate it 

with designing the roads and with the moving traffic on them. For both these areas, 

there are available plenty of guidelines, directives and methods for designing the 

facilities and assessing their design parameters. The assessment is usually being 

done, besides the field of safety, in the field of performance. Either by a calculation or 

by a traffic simulation – mostly by a microscopic simulation. 

Besides the moving traffic, there is also the stationary traffic and its infrastructure – 

e.g., the parking houses. But in this field, there is a lack of support for the designing 

process. The directives are outdated and do not cover the current requirements. The 

assessment is not based on any standardised process as well. The traffic simulation 

tools do not count on simulating a car park and on measuring its efficiency. 

The thoughts above were confirmed by Tom Höppner in his master thesis1 at WHZ. 

He summarized the current conditions for designing and assessing the parking 

facilities first. Then, he designed a method that utilized the traffic simulation software 

from PTV – Vissim – to assess the performance of a parking house. Then, he validated 

the method by using it under different conditions in the parking house. In the final 

discussion, he stated, the method he had designed and used was able to bring some 

results in the field of efficiency of the parking house, but its usage was accompanied 

by many work-arounds necessary for correct settings of the parameters of the parking 

houses, of the parking scenarios and of the drivers’ behaviour. Some parameters were 

also impossible to be set. 

Therefore this thesis has an objective to design a solution for simulating the process 

of loading and unloading of any car park. It should take over the positive aspects of the 

PTV Vissim software and add the possibilities to adjust the inputs and the parameters 

that were impossible or very difficult to be set in Vissim. 

With the premises above, the thesis will contain the definition of the problem, an 

overview of the current possibilities and as the most important: a detailed analysis of 

the elements of car parks and an estimation of the drivers’ behaviour on them. Then a 

                                            
1 Höppner, Tom: Anwendungsmöglichkeiten der Verkehrsflusssimulation zur Abschätzung der 
Leistungsfähigkeit von Parkhäusern unter Beachtung autonomer Fahrszenarien, Masterarbeit, 
Automotive Engineering, Zwickau: Westsächsische Hochschule Zwickau, 2015. 
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concrete approach to the drivers’ behaviour will be made, designed and together with 

the car park’s elements implemented as stand-alone simulation tool that provides an 

overview of the process of occupying the parking spaces at a car park, the delays the 

drives get and their satisfaction level. 
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2 Requirements Definition 

The problem stated within the previous chapter leads to designing a new software tool 

simulates all the important processes at car parks in terms of their efficiency. In 

general, such a tool is able to: 

- transfer any car park from the situation plan to the simulation environment, 

- set all the necessary parameters of the network and of the cars or drivers,  

- run the simulation and  

- export the results for further processing. 

In other words, it means the user provides the tool some inputs and gets corresponding 

outputs. The inputs to be processed by the tool and the required outputs are described 

below. 

2.1 Requirements on the Inputs 

The way of providing the inputs must be user-friendly or at least engineer-friendly. The 

way the inputs are provided to the software must be clear. 

The following paragraphs describe what the car parks consist of, how they are being 

used and what parameters that influence the processes there are.  

2.1.1 Car Park’s Network 

The network of the car park is possible to be divided into single elements. They are: 

- the roads, further divided to or defined as 

o driving lanes 

o intersections 

- parking spaces 

- other equipment of the car park. 

Each element is connected to another or others. Usually, one element of a driving lane 

is connected to a subsequent one, but may be connected to more of them, then it is 

an intersection. An intersection may be defined also the opposite way, if two driving 

lanes join and become one. 

The parking spaces are also connected to a driving lane or more driving lanes and may 

be connected also one to another. 
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The network elements have some parameters important for their usage within the 

simulation. They may be set globally for all the occasions of one element, but it might 

be also necessary to set them different for each element. 

The decision, which parameters should be set for the elements, so that the simulation 

provides relevant results, is the subject of the chapter 3 with the analysis. 

2.1.2 Drivers 

The drivers’ or cars’ behaviour is determined by the parameters of the car park 

elements, but also by different driving skills across the drivers. Above that, each driver 

has an own experience and intentions with that he comes to the car park. That implies 

a need of a randomisation element and of making an estimation or approach how the 

drivers behave. It is likely the driver want to get an attractive parking space but also 

want to save time spent by its searching. 

The attributes of the drivers are: 

- their driving skills 

- their required level of attractiveness of a desired parking space 

- the duration of their parking (for how long they are going to park) 

2.1.3 The Other Inputs 

The other traffic parameters that belong not to the network, nor the drivers’ behaviour 

are these two: 

- the flow of the vehicles entering the network [veh/h] 

- the initial occupancy of the parking spaces (so that at the beginning of the 

simulation, some parking spaces are already occupied by the drivers who leave 

the car park during the simulation) 

2.2 Requirements on the Evaluation 

The tool must be able to measure some specific indicators and display or write them 

in a human-readable and machine-readable form.  

2.2.1 Basic Indicators 

According to the Höppner’s /1/ conclusions, the basic indicators showing the car park’s 

design efficiency are: 
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- the total parking time [s] – how much time the driver spent from entering the 

car park to coming at the parking space and back 

- the total time loss [s] – the time counted above the minimal parking time 

necessary to reach and leave the specific specific space 

- the car park performance [veh/h] – workload boundary of the car park  

The first two indicators are primarily measured for individual cars what implies, the best 

output form is a table with the data measured, so that it can be further processed. 

Measurement of the third parameter is a specific discipline as the boundary must be 

iteratively assessed by more simulation attempts under different conditions. 

2.2.2 Advanced Indicators 

The following indicators are a suggestion, what else could be measured in terms of the 

car park’s design and efficiency. 

Total Parking Time Including the Walking Time 

The indicator of the total parking time introduced in 2.2.1 may be enriched by adding 

the value of the walking time to the pedestrian exit, if the car park has some defined 

exits, since the driver’s and passengers’ time consumed by walking is conditioned by 

the fact they parked at that car park and at the specific position of the parking space. 

The Distance Driven 

Besides the measurement of time, a measurement of the distance driven by the cars 

could be important, especially for the ecological aspects of the car park. 

The Driver’s Satisfaction 

This indicator is not to be measured in physical units, but they may be used for an 

approach to assess them on the basis of them e.g., on the basis of the walking time to 

the exit or the total parking time. As a unitless indicator, it requires a reference value 

with that the satisfaction level of the driver may be compared. 

Waiting Queue at the Entrance 

This indicator corresponds to the ‘workload boundary condition’ introduced in 2.2.1. It 

might be necessary to measure the queue in front of the car park because of some 

cramped conditions at the car park’s entrance. 
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2.3 Other Requirements 

The following aspect do not belong to any of the categories above, but should be 

mentioned, so that this analysis is complete.  

2.3.1 Involvement of Valet parking 

A specific type of car park users may appear if the self-driving cars will be at a stage 

of development that enables them to move within a defined network of a car park or 

parking house without drivers. This phenomenon is called ‘valet parking’ as is 

described more detailed in the Annex 1 – ‘Valet Parking Introduction’.  

The behaviour of the self-driving cars will be different as well as their needs in terms 

of the attractiveness of the parking space they search for or the time they are accept 

as the maximal parking time. These different needs may be necessary to be 

implemented later to the simulation tool. 

2.3.2 Modularity 

The modularity means in general that if there is a new research done in the field of the 

drivers’ behaviour at car parks or new elements of the car park invented, the tool can 

be easily extended by adding an attribute to any entity, adding a step in the decision 

making algorithm or by adding a whole functionality. 

Also the adjustment of the environment so that it handles with the self-driving cars (as 

described in 2.3.1) must be possible. 
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3 Problem Analysis 

This chapter brings a detailed analysis necessary for designing a simulation tool that 

is compliant with the requirements in chapter 2.  

It may serve as a checklist, which functionalities and parameters should be or could 

be implemented.  

A developer of a current simulation software may incorporate the principles described 

in the field of the car park’s parameters and the driver’s behaviour into his software or 

take them as a basis for a further research. 

For that reason, the proposals and ideas in this chapter are very extensive and not all 

of them have been implemented within this thesis. 

3.1 Car Park’s Network 

The network represents the static part of the simulation. It consists of all the objects 

you can find at the car park, except cars. The objects belonging to the network do not 

change their position during the simulation, their positions are fixed in the places 

determined by the designer. They enable the movement of the cars. 

3.1.1 Driving Lanes 

At the first sight, we find the roads as a part of every car park. The cars use the roads 

to enter and to leave the car park, to come to the parking spaces and to manoeuver 

when accessing them. The roads may be decomposed to single driving lanes. A one-

way road usually remains one driving lane, a two-way road changes into two driving 

lanes – one lane for each direction. The driving lanes may be then decomposed to 

pieces or segments. They have these attributes: 

- the length, width, radius and gradient 

- the maximal and usual driving speed in compliance with the parameters above 

- the direction of traffic 

- the subsequent segments (to which segments the car can continue from the 

current segment; to be used for routing) 

- the parking spaces connected to the segment 

- priority rules (if there are more ‘previous segments’ connected – intersections) 

- other objects making the segment special (described in 3.1.3) 
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3.1.2 Parking Spaces 

A parking space is the second basic unit of the car park. It is the final destination for 

every car coming there. Each space has to be connected to at least one driving lane 

or to another parking space. The parking spaces have attributes that cover the fact the 

spaces differ within the car park one from each other, from many points of view.  

The values of the attributes affect the entire parking process, thus also the results of 

the simulation. The designer must be able to assess the values of the attributes for 

every single space. Some of them are measureable in physical units, others must be 

based on some data and the resting are just to be estimated. 

Attributes of Parking spaces 

- Width and Angle [m,°] 

Physical dimension of the parking space . 

- Accessibility [-] 

A unitless value showing how difficult the entering and leaving the space compared to 

the other spaces is. It depends on the space’s position in the car park – the value is 

lower if the entering is less comfortable due to the traffic organization or the 

construction parameters, as the space is next to the exit, a wall or a pillar, but depends 

also on the current state of the occupancy of the neighbouring spaces) 

- Attractiveness [-] 

A unitless value indicating how the passengers, including the driver, are satisfied when 

getting the specific space. May be measured in comparison to the other spaces. The 

values are to be assessed by the designer using own experience and some helping 

criteria e.g., space’s floor, the distance to the pedestrian exit or to the elevator. 

- The share of forward entering drivers [-]  

Some parking spaces may be specific and all the drivers enter them forward, while 

other spaces by reversing only, the decision about the value of this attribute depends 

on the experience of the designer. 

- Time for passengers to get to the pedestrian exit [s] 

May be used for an advanced evaluation that calculates the total time consumed by 

parking including this time associated to parking. 
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- Special attributes 

Some parking spaces have the attributes that imply they are not to be used by the 

majority of the users, e. g., for handicapped, families, women, with EV charger etc. 

Remark on the Manoeuvring Time [s] 

The manoeuvring time is an attribute that is connected both to the parking space and 

to the driver. Therefore it may be set up for each single space separately and adjusted 

operatively by the drivers’ abilities, or better set up globally for the whole car park and 

adjusted (besides the drivers’ abilities) also by the accessibility of the space that is 

strongly related to the manoeuvring time. 

The values must be defined for both the entering and leaving in the possible directions. 

Remark on the Angle 

By default, we assume the spaces are at right angles to the driving lane (90°). The 

spaces on one-way roads may have the angle from 45° to 90°. The values under 90° 

make their accessibility value higher and their share of the forward entering is 100 %.  

The spaces with the angle of 0° are on an intersection which means there is also 

another road connected to them at a right angle. Although the value of 0° could lead 

to setting of a higher accessibility value, it is not correct as the car may still come from 

the perpendicular direction, therefore a standard accessibility value should be used. 

The parallel parking spaces are also in the angle of 0° and a need for their simulation 

is not that high as they are not usually a part of big car parks that are the main subject 

for simulation. 

Remarks to the Attractiveness 

The distribution of the attractiveness differs between the one-floor car parks and the 

parking houses. One-floor car parks have usually more pedestrian entrances or the 

targets of passengers. At a shopping centre, there are usually more shops around, 

what makes one space differently attractive for different passengers. We can assume 

the spaces close to the entrance to the main shop have the highest attractiveness, the 

spaces close to the other shops have not that high attractiveness and the spaces far 

from any of the shops have the lowest values. In this case, the walking time to the main 

shop must be measured, unless we set up a special target to every single car and use 

the corresponding ‘attractiveness map’ and ‘walking time map’ for them.  
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If the car park is not dedicated to a shopping centre, but it is just a city car park, we 

assume that the spaces close to any exit have the highest values. Not important, which 

exit. Of course, the targets specific for each car are possible to be used here too. 

The parking houses have usually less exits and the attractiveness simply falls with 

increasing the vertical distance from the ground floor or from the floor that offers 

anything more than just parking. The attractiveness decreases also with increasing the 

horizontal distance from the pedestrian exits or from the elevators. 

3.1.3 Other Elements of Car Parks 

In this section, some facilities or attributes of the car park are described that have not 

been discussed yet. They are to be implemented as additional parameters of the 

elements from 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, or apart from them. 

Floors 

The model should support an establishment of more floors of a parking house in any 

basic way, if necessary. 

Gates and Ticket Machines 

These facilities mean a delay for the driver. At the entrance to the car park, the driver 

must stop at a gate and get a ticket from a machine or identify himself. Then, the driver 

is also sometimes delayed by paying the parking fee in a separate machine outside 

the car park. And third, the driver must usually stop at the exit gate, sometimes only 

slowing down is sufficient, if a camera reads the licence plate and the system 

immediately decides the driver is allowed to leave. 

Delay at the exit 

The exit gate is not the last point at that the driver can get delayed. If the exit road ends 

with traffic lights or with an intersection with priorities, another delay that influences the 

processes in the car park itself may occur. Although this delay is caused by moving 

traffic, we do not simulate the movement of that traffic. It is a deterministic delay from 

the car park’s view, therefore it belongs to this static part 3.1.  

3.2 The Drivers’ Behaviour  

The task for the tool that shall simulate a car park is to implement the following phases 

of how the drivers use the car park: Driver comes to the entrance, searches for a 
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parking space, manoeuvers to the parking space and remain there for a specific 

parking duration. Then, the driver repeats the process in the opposite sense. 

During the process, different levels of the driver’s behaviour may be identified. 

The process of driving is usually defined in accordance with the universal division of 

human’s activities introduced by Jens Rasmussen2.  

At the lowest level which can be described as ‘operative’ or ‘controlling’, there are 

learned stereotypes, abilities and ‘automated behaviour’.  

The second level is the coordination. It is based on the application of the traffic rules 

on situations that arise.  

The third is the tactical level at that the driver plans routes and makes decisions with 

the goal to fulfil his needs and save the time. 

Now, the levels of the behaviour will be analysed separately. 

3.2.1 Operative and Coordination Drivers’ Behaviour 

The rules and principles by them the drivers behave at car parks is very similar to the 

way they do at usual roads. The driving may be simulated for example by the car 

following model from Wiedemann3. The driving at usual roads includes handling with 

the intersections. At car parks, the rules applied are basically the same. 

The only field specific for the operation and coordination level of behaviour at car parks 

is described further. 

Manoeuvring at the Operative Level 

The manoeuvring to and from a parking space is important due to the time it consumes 

the driver. It depends on his personal abilities, on the size of the car and on the 

accessibility of the spot. If sufficient data are gathered in this field, there can be 

assessed a variable manoeuvring time dependent on the physical aspects of the 

parking space. Additionally, a ‘driver’s coefficient’ might be introduced to cover the 

differences between the drivers that are likely to be identified by such a research. 

                                            
2 Rasmussen, J.: Skills, rules, and knowledge; signals, signs, and symbols, and other distinctions in 
human performance models, in: IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Jg. SMC-13, 
Nr. 3, 1983, S. 259. 
3 Wiedemann, R.: Simulation des Straßenverkehrsflusses, Habilitation thesis, Karlsruhe: Universität 
Karlsruhe, 1974. 
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Manoeuvring at the Coordination Level 

At the car parks with the both-way roads, there might be a problem when turning left 

into or from the parking space. The car crosses the piece of the driving lane in the 

opposite direction, therefore must interact with the oncoming traffic in it.  

The manoeuvring car is also an obstacle for the approaching cars until the entering 

manoeuvre ends, respectively a bit shorter, because the car is already ‘hidden’ in the 

parking space shortly before the manoeuvre ends. 

Driving and Politeness 

If a car goes along the cars standing in the parking spaces, it has the priority to that 

which are trying to leave the space, but it can be polite and let them to leave the space. 

It depends also on the speed of the approaching car and its distance to the collision 

point. 

Conflict at One Parking Space 

It may happen that two drivers decide to use the same parking space at the same 

moment, still in a certain distance to the space. After one driver makes the decision, 

the space must be marked as occupied, although this is not obvious in real life by that 

time yet. The purpose of this measure is to avoid the conflict situation.  

Driving Speed during Searching 

The last remark and difference from the driving at usual roads concerns the phase of 

the searching for the parking space. It might be needed to set up different driving speed 

during this time. The driver accidentally slows down and accelerates again, probably 

more than by the usual driving. It also influences the other drivers, their driving times 

and the overall performance and efficiency of the car park. 

3.2.2 Tactical Drivers’ Behaviour 

This is the less researched, thus the most difficult aspect of the drivers’ behaviour at 

car parks. It is because the drivers have their own minds and their behaviour is more 

or less probabilistic. There might be identified some rules that influence the driver’s 

behaviour during the searching process. An overview of the factors that may be defined 

is the next chapter. 
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3.3 Searching for Parking Spaces at Different Car Parks 

This chapter has the goal to identify and analyse the differences in drivers’ parking 

space searching mechanism and principles at different car parks. 

The car parks may consist of one road with parking spaces along but also it can be a 

big parking house or parking garage. 

An ideal car park (from the driver’s view) consist of a one-way road with perpendicular 

parking spaces along, where the most attractive ones are right after the entrance, the 

least attractive at the end. The drivers simply passes all the spaces and takes the first 

unoccupied one. An example of such a car park can be found on the Figure 1. No 

‘space searching algorithm’ is necessary. 

The numbers marked on the parking spaces represent their attractiveness – a unitless 

coefficient mentioned a one of the spaces’ parameter in 3.1.2. 

 

Figure 1: A scheme of the a simple car park without need to use a tactic to find a spot 

Nevertheless, some car parks do not have the most attractive spaces right after the 

entrance and some car parks have shortcuts to more or less attractive spaces. Both 

the facts have an influence on the car park’s performance, as they are reflected by the 

drivers. Therefore they both must be taken into account in the simulation. 

More specific examples of complicated parking structures and their attributes follow. 

Low Attractive Spaces by the Entrance 

This chapters applies mainly for the big one-level car parks at shopping centres where 

there is no guidance system to the free spaces and where the car park’s entrance is 

usually surrounded by the least attractive spaces, while the most attractive ones are 

on the opposite side. The driver ignores some spaces first and drives towards the most 

attractive area since he can see it. It would be interesting to use a drone to capture the 

behaviour of the drivers there park to confirm, specify or refute the assumptions. 

99 97 95 93 91 89 87 85 83 81 79 77 75

entrance → exit →

100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76
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Parking Houses without a Guidance System 

It is supposed the smaller or older parking houses without the guiding system have the 

design parameters adapted to that fact. The most attractive spots are usually at the 

floor where the entrance is, therefore it is probably an example similar to the one-way 

car park from the Figure 1, only with the possibility to return back to the beginning. The 

principle of searching for the parking space is than ‘take the first possible’. 

Parking Houses with a Partial Guidance 

The big parking houses may be equipped with a system that monitors the occupancy 

of the spaces and guides the drivers to the free ones. The systems sometimes show 

at the intersections the number of the currently free parking spaces in a specific 

direction. Some of them have only arrows guiding to the area where the free spaces 

may be found. The search principle must respect the fact that drivers use the guidance 

as an auxiliary criterion. 

Parking Houses with Full Guidance 

This is a hypothetical type of a parking house, unlike in the previous paragraph. In this 

type of parking house, a specific space to park is assigned to the driver after coming 

to the house. Then, the guidance system navigates the concrete licence plate up to 

the space. This system reduces the searching time, eliminates the disadvantage of the 

drivers not familiar with the parking house and sends the driver always to the most 

attractive space. 

The driver does not search for the spot himself, therefore no special algorithm is 

needed for the simulation tool, it can be in the role of the car park’s administrator that 

assigns the spaces to the drivers. 

Such a system would work best if the parking house was used by the self-driving cars 

that do not complain about the attractiveness and accessibility of the assigned space. 

It would be even better for them as they do not know the structure of the specific 

parking house and the external help would make their parking process more efficient. 

Car Parks with No Returning Options 

Some car parks are designed in a way that the driver cannot return to the already 

visited area without leaving the whole car park and entering it again (‘one-way car 

parks’). Sometimes this applies for a sub-part of the network only. This should be taken 

into account when designing the space searching algorithm. 
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4 Discussing an Ideal Software Tool 

Before designing a new software tool, it is necessary to make an overview of the 

current software tools and their possibilities. 

Only then, the effort put to designing a new traffic simulation tool design will be efficient. 

Some conclusions or researches that Höppner /1/ did are useful also for this thesis, 

therefore, some of them are taken over from him presented here. 

4.1 Review of Simulation Tools 

Höppner /1/ investigates first, in which attributes the current traffic simulation tools 

differ one from each other and makes a decision, if possible, which values of these 

attributes an ideal simulation software should meet. Then summarizes the tolls and 

their attributes and selects one. 

4.1.1 The Attributes 

There are generally three main aspects by them the simulation tools may be divided. 

They determine the method of their usage, as they use different approach to the time, 

space and to the problem itself. The aspects are: 

The Level of Detail 

The traffic simulation tools may be macroscopic, mesoscopic or microscopic. The 

macroscopic tools process large areas and the flows between them as ‘one number’. 

The mesoscopic can cover larger areas than microscopic, but are more detailed than 

the macroscopic ones. The microscopic tools cover the smallest areas, but still big 

enough for this purpose and count with every single vehicle what is what we need. 

The Time and Space Division  

The system’s approach to the time and the space is also important. The time may be 

represented either discrete or continuous.  

Kai Erlemann, who designed a complex traffic simulation tool as his doctoral thesis4 

made a conclusion there, the time must be counted discretely, in single steps.  

                                            
 
4 Erlemann, K.: Objektorientierte mikroskopische Verkehrsflusssimulation. Doctoral thesis at the 
Faculty of Civil Engineering at Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, 2007. [Online, accessed on 19th 
November 2020]. Available at:  
https://hss-opus.ub.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/opus4/frontdoor/deliver/index/docId/1435/file/diss.pdf 

https://hss-opus.ub.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/opus4/frontdoor/deliver/index/docId/1435/file/diss.pdf
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To the problematic of the division of space, Jörg Dallmeyer stated in his doctoral thesis5 

in that he designed a complex traffic simulation similarly to Erlemann /4/, the space 

can be represented continuously, but the discrete approach is sometimes used for a 

simplification, for example by using the cellular automata.  

The Controlling of the Simulation 

There are two possibilities defined by Dallmeyer /5/. The most common are the data-

controlled tools. The system he developed is on the contrary an agent-controlled tool.  

The main difference between the types is the way the routes of the single objects (cars) 

are controlled. In case of the data-controlled tools, the logic for the routing is not 

connected with the objects. They only perform the behaviour that the system assigns 

to them since it knows all the decisive data. The agent-controlled tools have a big 

advantage, the agents make the decisions about the route ad hoc, by the current traffic 

situation in front of them, what could be the right approach to the tactical phase in the 

algorithm of searching for parking spaces. 

4.1.2 The Microscopic Simulation Tools Overview 

In his doctoral thesis, Erlemann /4/ discussed various simulation tools. Table 1 below 

shows the microsimulation tools that were presented by Erlemann. 

Software Controlling Time Space 

Corsim data-controlled event-driven continuous 

Transims agent-controlled discrete discrete 

Vissim data-controlled discrete continuous 

Integration data-controlled discrete continuous 

Hutsim data-controlled discrete continuous 

Sumo agent-controlled discrete continuous 
Table 1: Overview of the microsimulation tools, ERLEMANN /4/ 

As can be seen in the table, the majority of the tools do not have the autonomous 

agents, the time in the environment is usually discreet and the space continuous. 

These values are valid also for the PTV Vissim software that was finally chosen by 

Höppner /1/ for his thesis.  

                                            
5 Dallmeyer, J.: Akteursorientierte multimodale Straßenverkehrssimulation. Doctoral thesis in the study 
field of informathics and mathematics of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University in Frankfurt am Main, 
Frankfurt, 2013 [Online, accessed on 19th November 2020]. Available at: http://publikationen.ub.uni-
frankfurt.de/files/31137/DissertationJD.pdf 

http://publikationen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/files/31137/DissertationJD.pdf
http://publikationen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/files/31137/DissertationJD.pdf
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In his ‘last round’, there were Vissim and Sumo. Vissim won as a widely used software 

with a user-friendly environment and rich possibilities to establish the road network. 

Nevertheless, it has also some restraints described further. 

4.2 The Main Characteristics of PTV Vissim Software 

There are some positive and also some negative aspects of the PTV Vissim software 

for microsimulation to be summarized, respecting the way of usage within this thesis. 

Erlemann /4/ assesses Vissim as an advanced and powerful tool based on the car-

following model by Wiedemann /3/, with a possibility to simulate the traffic in cities, but 

also on a motorway. 

4.2.1 Advantages 

The built-in car-following model that deals with all the dynamic aspects of the car 

movements is the first advantage. The following advantages are: a comfortable 2D/3D 

network editor for creating a reality-close car park model (regarding its physical 

attributes), detailed possibilities for settings of the speed of the cars at any part of the 

car park and a possibility to measure the travel time, thus the parking time, and the 

time loss of the cars. 

It has also a module for creating a car park with a limited set of parameters to be set, 

e.g., the traffic flow coming into the car park, the length of the parking duration (one 

value set for the whole parking row) or the attractiveness of the parking spaces (a 

dimensionless number, as described besides the other attributes in 3.1.2). 

4.2.2 Disadvantages 

The disadvantage of Vissim is generally an impossibility to fully prepare and control 

the parking scenario. For example, the car park cannot start as partly occupied, there 

must always be a heat-up time, in that the cars come to the car park but their parking 

times are not calculated to the results yet. Next, the routing possibilities of the cars are 

limited, they always use the most attractive space (from the ones that are free). The 

cars also always enter and leave the spaces along a predefined trajectory and at a 

predefined speed and their only delays come from the interactions with other cars.  
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4.3 Inspiration by Airplane Boarding Simulations  

The process of boarding an airplane is a highly time-consuming part of the airplane’s 

stay on the ground. Therefore there were some attempts to prove the efficiency of 

some specific scenarios by them the airplane is boarded. ‘To prove’ means to simulate 

the process by an appropriate software. The process of boarding has some aspects 

that make it very similar to the process of occupying a car park, therefore an inspiration 

can be got from them. The tool is not fully transferrable though, as in the airplane, all 

the seats are assigned to the passengers before boarding, therefore no seat searching 

algorithm is needed. The process corresponds to the car park with the full guidance. 

In 2009, one of the simulation attempts was done by Albert Steiner and Michel Philipp 

in MATLAB®6. They divided the boarding process to three phases: walking through 

the jetway, walking through the aisle in the plane and manipulating with hand luggage 

before taking the seat. They divided the jetway and the aisle into cells. One cell could 

be occupied by one passenger only at one moment. The same for the seats – each 

seat was represented by a cell. Therefore, the space was considered as discrete. The 

passengers in the jetway and in the aisle moved only when they could. After reaching 

the position of the seat, they still blocked the aisle for a specific time depending on the 

amount of their luggage and on the number of the other passengers sitting already 

between their seat and the aisle. The authors took the values for passengers’ speed 

and for the intervals of blocking the aisle from videos captured on boards of planes. 

In 2014, Sheng-Jie Qiang et al. presented a similar simulation7 of boarding an airplane. 

They used the car-following model exactly taken over from the work by Nagel and 

Schreckenberg8 and applied it to passengers, with setting their maximal speed of 2 

(without units). The space was discrete and the position of the passengers changed in 

time steps. The time step was 2.4 s. The authors referred the system as a cellular 

automaton, since the original application from Nagel et.al. /8/ was called in the same 

                                            
6 Steiner, A. / M. Philipp: Speeding up the airplane boarding process by using pre-boarding areas. 
Conference Paper at Swiss Transport Research Conference (STRC), Ascona, Switzerland, 2009. 
7 Qiang, Sheng-Jie / Bin Jia / Dong-Fan Xie / Zi-You Gao: Reducing airplane boarding time by 
accounting for passengers’ individual properties: A simulation based on cellular automaton, in: Journal 
of Air Transport Management, Jg. 40, 2014. 
8 Nagel, K. / M. Schreckenberg: A cellular automaton model for freeway traffic, in: Journal de Physique 
I, Jg. 2, Nr. 12, 1992. 
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way, as well as some later applications for the traffic simulation did, e.g.,Esser and 

Schreckenberg9 in 1997. 

The original cellular automaton principle from John von Neumann is (as Andrew 

Ilachinski describes10) a mathematical tool used for discretisation of a continuous 

environment in that a natural phenomenon is taking place, i.e., a wave in the sea, 

bacterial population growth etc. The natural environments are continuous and the 

approach by a discrete and regular grid is optimal.  

The cellular automaton is an autonomous unit that calculates its state for the next time 

step from its own current state and the state of the neighbouring cells. From this 

reason, they are used in the way ‘one automaton next to another’, therefore the method 

name uses plural: ‘cellular automata’. 

In the environment by Esser et.al. /9/, the cars act as additional entities above the cells 

themselves, the cells are only a ‘map’ for determining the cars’ movements. Although 

the environment is represented by cells and the name ‘cellular automata’ is already 

established for this kind of usage, they should not be mixed up with the original cellular 

automata.  

Nonetheless, it is possible to get inspired by the referred papers and theses. The car 

parks, same as the airplanes are also a regular environment divided or dividable into 

cells, the movements of the cars are also descriptive by some rules and conditions. 

4.4 Decision about the Design Principle 

The principles described above are to be summarised and a decision made about the 

level, at which the tool for the car park simulation should be designed.  

Concerning the cellular automata (in the ‘second’ or later introduced sense of an 

environment with cells), they looks like an ideal approach to the whole problem, since 

a typical car park may be easily described as a grid of cells. The parking spaces are 

usually of the same size, arranged regularly one next to each other and the layout of 

car park uses right angles. 

                                            
9 Esser, J. / M. Schreckenberg: Microscopic Simulation of Urban Traffic Based on Cellular Automata, 
in: International Journal of Modern Physics C, Jg. 08, Nr. 05, 1997, S. 1035. 
10 Ilachinski, Andrew: Cellular Automata: A Discrete Universe, Singapore: World Scientific Publishing 
Company, 2001. 
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But a design and an implementation of such a tool would only make a different 

approach to the already well implemented traffic microsimulation. That would stand for 

the operational level of the driver’s behaviour (accordingly to the Rasmussen’s /2/ 

division). 

On the contrary, the tactical level of the drivers’ behaviour at car parks is the field, in 

that a lack of research was done so far. Erlemann /4/ states in his doctoral thesis, the 

human process of selection of the parking space is difficult to be transferred to 

computer as it uses many human abilities. 

The thoughts above finally confirms the chapter 4.2 about the Vissim software that is 

powerful and useful for the traffic microsimulation, but it has no model for the driver 

tactical behaviour implemented. 

Therefore, this thesis aims to the area of the human behaviour at car parks concerning 

the selection of a parking space. The tool that is being designed introduces a possibility 

to parametrize the drivers’ criteria for searching for the parking space and bring a tool 

with the possibility to control the process of occupying and leaving them. 

The operational aspects of drivers’ behaviour are within the simulation introduced at 

the minimal sufficient level. 
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5 Design of the Simulation Environment 

The previous chapters defined the requirements on a simulation tool for assessing the 

car parks’ design parameters and analysed the state of the available simulation tools. 

Now, a real simulation tool shall be designed according to the requirements. 

The tool is to be designed simulates the tactical level of the drivers’ behaviour at car 

parks (accordingly to the division in the chapter XXX). That means, the ‘microscopic’ 

interactions between cars are not taken into account, each car is processed as the only 

moving one in the car park. The cars are processed by their parameter of the time 

moment at that they arrive. The occupancy level changes after every car, therefore 

each car has different conditions for performing the tactical task of the parking space. 

A creation of a multi-levelled simulation tool would be too complex and useless. The 

current simulation tools cover the operational level very well. 

In the following chapter, there are described specific variables, entities and principles 

that have to be established in order to ensure the simulation environment work 

correctly and reality-close and returns relevant and useful results. 

5.1 Setting the Input Parameters  

The parameters defined below are the basic parameters of the simulation. They do not 

influence any specific part of the process, but more likely, they control the whole run. 

There are the input parameters defined, including the cars to be processed and some 

of their attributes. 

A couple of the parameters are defined later when the function or functionality they are 

used for is discussed, especially the parameters influencing the driver’s behaviour. 

Simulation Time [min] 

The value defines the duration of the simulation. Within that time, we want to observe 

the events that are happening at the car park.   

Incoming Cars [count] 

This parameter represents the total count of the cars that come to the car park during 

the Simulation Time with the desire to park. They come in the time moments uniformly 

distributed in the Simulation Time. They have some attributes based on the parameters 

below and some others introduced in the chapter 5.4, where the phase 1) of the space 

searching algorithm is described. 
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Parking Duration Mean [min] 

The cars coming to the car park have a normally distributed parking durations. The 

normal distribution has two parameters, this is for setting the first of them. 

Parking Duration Standard Deviation [min] 

The second parameter of the normal distribution is the standard deviation. 

Initially Occupied Spaces  

This is not a parameter but only a remark that there will be a possibility to place some 

cars into specific parking spaces at the beginning of the simulation run. They can either 

occupy it for the whole time or they leave the car park at moment specified by the 

following two parameters. 

It turns out later, the parking sectors established in 5.3.2 offer the optimal level of detail 

for setting the initial occupancy of the car park. 

Initial Cars Leave From [min] 

This parameter is used for the cars parked at the car park at the beginning of the 

simulation. They start leaving the car park in the simulation minute specified by it.  

Initial Cars Out At [min] 

In the minute of the simulation set by this parameter, all the initially parked car will be 

out. This parameter cannot be set to a lower value than the previous one. But both the 

parameters may be set to a higher value than the ‘Simulation Time’ is, so that only part 

of the cars or even no car leave the space. The moments of leaving are uniformly 

distributed between the minute of the previous and the minute of this parameter. 

5.2 Car Park Preparation 

The designed tool can perform the simulation at almost every car park, but there must 

be paid attention to some of the attributes of the car park, the incorrect implementation 

of which could have a bad effect on the results or could disrupt the simulation run. 

5.2.1 Attractiveness Definition 

The word ‘attractiveness’ is generally known as an abstract term and used across 

many braches. In the field of the traffic simulation tools, Vissim uses it for an 

assessment of the parking spaces. There might be a numerical value of attractiveness 

set to each specific space. The values are unitless and used when the cars coming to 

the car park. From the free spaces, they use the one with the highest attractiveness.  
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Within the simulation tool that shall be designed here, we keep the concept that the 

parking spaces have their values of attractiveness, but we add the driver’s decision 

algorithm that actively uses the values and processes them during the simulation run. 

For that reason, we need the attractiveness has a standardised values. We declare 

the maximum: 100 and the minimum: 20 to be used within this simulation tool. 

The value is well understandable by a humans and offers a large scale of integer 

values up to 1, within car parks of different sizes and may be comfortably described.  

There might occur a situation that at small car parks, we do not use the whole scale, 

since the least attractive parking spaces are still attractive enough compared to the 

best ones. An example of such a distribution within a small car park is in the Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: A scheme of a small car park with the values of attractiveness assessed for all the parking 
spaces 

Nevertheless, more than the exact values of the least attractive spaces, it is important 

the designer or user of the tool keeps in mind the distribution and attractiveness levels 

of the parking spaces in the car park being simulated. It is because later, some 

parameters of the driver’s behaviour will be introduced and they must be set to the 

drivers in correspondence with the spaces’ attractiveness values. Their disharmony 

may influence the simulation result significantly. There will be always a remark to this 

chapter once a need to be aware settings the parameters occurs. 

Assessing the values of the attractiveness for every single space might as in the Figure 

2 might not be necessary thanks to introducing a unit ‘parking sector’ in 5.3.2 that uses 
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an average values of the attractiveness. But also when defining the attractiveness 

levels of the sectors, the same principle should be applied to their scale. 

5.2.2 Points Requiring a Special Treatment 

The following paragraphs describe some points at the car parks that should be 

identified and treated specially, when creating the car park network by the rules in the 

following chapter 5.3. Either, they must be removed from the car park or there must be 

added some elements so that the simulation tool processes them correctly by reality. 

Dead End Exit Road 

If there are parking spaces along a section of a one-way road that leads to the exit only 

at a car park where the other roads are two-way, the spaces there must be ignored 

when creating the simulation network. The car could not return from there after an 

unsuccessful attempt to park there. An example of such a section is in the Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: A section of a one-way road with parking spaces that leads to the exit of the car park 

In contrary, if the whole car park consisted of one way roads, this would be reflected 

in the criteria of the space searching algorithm and generally possible. 

Dead End Roads  

There might be a dead end road with some parking space along. It must be a two-way 

road with the possibility to turn around at the end (in reality). If at least one of the 

conditions is not met, the spaces there must be ignored again. But if both the conditions 

are met, a corresponding virtual element of the network must be added to the end. 

Special Parking Spaces 

A certain number of parking spaces for disadvantaged people are usually present at 

every car park. The simulation has a general goal to bring some average results for 

the majority of the drivers and of the parking spaces, therefore, these parking spaces 

are ignored in the simulation. Their users do not affect the majority and vice versa. 
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Parking Spaces at Intersections 

The T-intersections at car parks can have 2 or 3 parking spaces on one side. Using 

the definitions from the chapter 5.3, such an intersection must be declared as a couple 

of nodes of different directions that can access the new sector of these parking spaces, 

or the spaces may be declared as the ‘special spaces’ as defined above and ignored. 

5.3 Car Park Network Creation 

The network of the car park is an essential part of the simulation environment. All the 

processes take place within the boundaries defined by it. As stated already in XXX, the 

network can be disassembled to sections of roads, intersections and parking spaces.  

The active part of the parking process – the searching for the parking space – takes 

place on the roads and intersections. They enable and condition the process of the 

searching. Therefore, they are intended as the basic elements for the design, while the 

parking spaces will be added to them by attributes later.  

5.3.1 Graph Establishment 

The car park roads and intersections actually form a network that can be described by 

a graph. It is an ideal approach, as it is understandable for humans thanks to its visual 

form and also for computers as the graph theory and its algorithms are well 

established. 

For the creation of the graph, we need to know, which elements of the car park are to 

be represented by nodes and which by edges. The assignment and its explanation and 

comments follow. 

Road Sections Creation 

A road section is for the purpose of this thesis defined as an uninterrupted part of a 

road between (always the nearest) two of the following points: 

- An intersection. 

- A dead end of the road. 

- The border of the simulated area. 

- A point where the presence of parking spaces along the road changes. 

- A point where the driving speed changes significantly. 

- A point in front and a point and behind a gate or similar facility causing a delay. 

The first three rules are to be applied always.  
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The fourth one must be applied with reasons. A new section created by this rule should 

be at least 10 m long as shown in the Figure 4. The very short part of the road between 

the intersection and the first parking spaces on left is not a separate road section and 

for the future purposes of the road measurement, it should be included into the road 

section with the parking spaces along up to the yellow circle. 

 

Figure 4: The principle of creation of the road sections next to intersections 

The fourth rule is not applied very often as there are no long sections of different driving 

parameters in the car parks, the fifth rule is not problematic and clear. 

If the section with parking spaces along is longer than around 25 m (corresponds to 10 

perpendicular spaces on one side) or it is in a curve, it will be divided into shorter while 

creating the sectors by the chapter 5.3.2 because of their definition. 

Nodes Definition 

The road sections created so far are now declared to be the nodes of the graph.  

For the routing purposes, we need to now the direction of the car in the node, therefore, 

if the road section is two-directional, it must be split into two separate nodes, each one 

for each direction. 

The nodes’ attributes are: their index (numbered in a logical way across the car park) 

and the index of the corresponding sector (after their creation by chapter 5.3.2). 

The nodes created for the car park from the Figure 2 are shown in the Chyba! 

Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.. 

Discussing the Decision 

The intuition says the intersections are the nodes. It is a natural interpretation, but it 

would not be suitable for the simulation at the tactical level, from the following reasons. 
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The activities of the driver that are important for the space searching algorithm take 

place at the road sections. The driver either drives through them or parks there. Since 

the sectors created in 5.3.2 use the road section and the nodes, the sector’s attributes 

can be easily assigned to their corresponding nodes. 

The second reason for this decision is that the car in the directed node is in a clear and 

definitive position in relation to the other road sections and nodes, while at an 

intersection, the direction of arrival would have been taken into account when planning 

the further routes which is an unusual requirement on the standardised algorithms for 

the path searching in graphs. 

Edges Definition 

The edges are the complementary elements to the nodes. They connect the nodes 

one to each other. They are directed, therefore they contain the information about the 

driving direction and must also respect driving direction in the nodes they connect.  

The edges carry as their only parameter the information about the driving time on them. 

The principle of its calculation is described in a separate chapter 5.3.4. 

An example of establishment of the nodes and edges at a car park is in the Figure 

5Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů.. The nodes are visually distinguished between 

those from which the parking spaces are accessible (full line) and those without parking 

spaces (dotted line).  

The rule from the end of the chapter 5.2.2 was applied, the parking spaces at the T-

intersection are labelled as special. They will not be used for the further purposes. 

Figure 5: A car park transformed to a directed graph 

If there is a dead end road which requires a special treatment as described in 5.2.2, 

an edge must be added between the node in the direction towards the dead end and 

the node back. The added edge represents the possibility to turn back. An appropriate 

driving time for the turning must be set, ideally derived from the times calculated by the 

principles described in 5.3.4. 

5.3.2 Defining the Parking Sectors 

The parking sectors (later called as ‘sectors’ only) are the basic units of the car park 

when taking about the parking spaces and their current occupancy, as they group the 

parking spaces into sets of around 10, maximally 20 parking spaces. 
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Purpose of the Sectors 

Their main purpose of establishment of the sectors is to group the single parking 

spaces to groups because that is how the driver perceives the car park. He makes his 

decisions where to drive to park by the sectors, not by the single spaces. Above that, 

the program can keep and process the information about the current occupancy of the 

car park in this aggregated way better than for single spaces. 

Creation of the Sectors 

The sector is an abstract unit related to the road sections and the nodes. They are to 

be created by the designer on the basis of the visualisation of the car park divided into 

the road sections and the nodes. If the rule of respecting the maximal length of a road 

section stated in 5.3.1 was respected, if there are no curved road sections with parking 

spaces along in the car park and if the attractiveness values as defined in 5.2.1 are 

distributed continuously in the car park, the sectors should be correctly and finally 

created immediately after the step 1) of the following list and the graph structure as 

created in 5.3.1 should not change. Then the steps 2) to 4) are done just for a check. 

Steps for creation of the sectors: 

1) The road sections by the definition in 5.3.1 are declared to be the sectors, but 

only these with the parking spaces along. 

2) The length of each sector is checked.  

The purpose of this rule is that the sector does not contain more parking space 

than the driver can see from its entrance or entrances. 

If it is longer than 25 m, the section must be split until it fulfils the condition. 

3) The curved sectors are shortened. 

This rule is applied again due to the sight conditions. On the inner side of a 

curve, driver sees approx. 5 parking spaces. 

If the road section is split into more, the corresponding nodes must be added. 

4) The attractiveness of the parking spaces along the sector’s road is checked for 

homogeneity, if the specific values for the single parking spaces are known. 

According to the definition in 5.2.1, the designer who has set the attractiveness 

values, knows best their distribution and scale within the sector. 

The sector’s average attractiveness, if known, is added as its attribute. 

5) The count of the parking spaces along the sector’s road is added as an attribute 

of the sector.  
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6) Finally, the sectors are numbered and the sector’s number is added as an 

attribute of the node from that the sector can be directly accessed.  

That means, at one-way roads, the sector is assigned to one node only and at 

two-way roads, the sector is assigned to two nodes, one for each direction. 

 

Figure 6 below shows the sectors created for the car park from the Figure 2.  

 

Figure 6: Sectors creation at the example car park 

5.3.3 Attributes of the Sectors 

The following paragraphs summarise the attributes of the sectors, as they were partly 

stated in the previous chapter already. The attributes of the sectors are static. They 

are to be used to in the process of searching for the parking space described in the 

chapter 5.4. The attributes are to be set by the designer. 

Index of the Sector 

Each sector is labelled with number with that will be also processed in the simulation 

program. The numbers should respect the real position of the sector in the car park 

or/and the average attractiveness of the sector (one of the attributes below) so that it 

is simply memorable for a human. 
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Count of Parking Spaces 

The total count of the parking spaces is a natural parameter of the sector, defined 

already when the count was created in chapter 5.3.2. 

Average Attractiveness 

The attractiveness value by the definition from 5.2.1 is to be assigned the whole sector. 

Either it can be averaged from the values of the specific space, if they are known, or it 

can be newly assessed by the designer with respecting the part 5.2.1. 

Exploring Potential 

The value of the exploring potential (later called ‘Potential’) is significant for some 

specific purposes only. Generally, it is set to the same value for all the sectors at the 

level 100. The exact level plays role in the space searching algorithm introduced in 5.4. 

The sectors at that the value should be lowered are the ones, from that the driver has 

lower or difficult possibilities to continue the searching to other sectors, e.g., partially 

separated areas, one-way sections of the car parks or dead end roads (lower potential 

because of the need to turn around). It is kind of a pre-calculation, because the space 

searching algorithm calculates always the next move only, but not the possibilities what 

to do after. This criterion helps the algorithm to avoid such sectors. 

At the car parks with one-way roads only, the exploring potential could play a 

significantly higher role as the driver should choose primarily the sectors that do not 

lead directly to the exit. The weight of the criterion can be easily adjusted by setting 

the values higher to the preferred sector, i.e., 300 or 500 and more. 

A set of values assigned to the sectors created in the previous part 5.3.2 (depicted in 

the Figure 6) are contained in the Figure 7 below. The attractiveness values are 

averaged from the Figure 2. The Potential is set to 100 for all because the car park is 

small and there are no dead end or one-way clusters. 
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Figure 7: The sectors at a car park and their attributes 

5.3.4 Driving Times Calculation 

This chapter describes the calculation of the driving times that are used as the weights 

of the edges of the graph representing the car park network, introduced in 5.3.1. For 

the calculation, we use the physical lengths and average speeds. 

Definition of the Measuring Point 

From the definition of the node follows, the node is an area, but a node is naturally 

understood as a point what we can use for the measurement of the real lengths of the 

node’s coinciding edges. We place the point approximately in the middle of the node. 

Although the position itself can be set approximately (± 2 m), it is important to use the 

one and only point for all the measurements of the lengths of the coinciding edges. It 

is because the lengths measured will be in the simulation process later used for a 

calculation of total distances, respectively the total driving times, when the car in the 

simulation will be driving through more nodes in a row.  

Grouping of the Opposite Nodes 

To simplify the measurement, the lengths of the edges can be measured is the axis of 

the road, so that they are also equal for both driving directions. The positions of the 

measurement points of the two opposite nodes at one road section must be spatially 

averaged then to a one location only. The measuring point then corresponds to the 

central point of the parking sector as defined in 5.3.2. 

Sector 3

Spaces: 8

Attr: 89

Pot: 100

Sector 4

Spaces: 8

Attr: 89

Pot: 100

Sector 6

Spaces: 11

Pot: 100

Pot: 100

Sector 2

Spaces: 11

Atr: 97

Pot: 100

Attr: 80

← exit

entrance →

point of 

interest

Sector 1

Spaces: 11

Attr: 97

Pot: 100

Sector 5

Spaces: 11

Attr: 80
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Usage of the Standard Dimensions 

Even with applying the previous condition, the measurement is very time consuming, 

therefore it is useful consider that the parking spaces, roads and other elements of car 

parks have standardised dimensions in compliance with Empfehlungen für Anlagen 

des ruhenden Verkehrs (EAR)11 and divide the edges into sub-parts by the dimensions. 

An example of the division of the edges can be found in the Figure 8. 

Different Speed Values 

Thanks to the division, different driving speeds can be also used for a curve and for a 

straight, what is definitely a better approach than just using a one average value. The 

values of the driving speeds in the Figure 8 are own-estimated on the basis of different 

researches that collected Höppner /1/ in his thesis.  

 

Figure 8: The distances used for assessing the driving times 

Discussing the Time Calculation and Usage 

We neglect the fact, the car cannot change its speed abruptly from, e.g., 10 km/h to 14 

km/h. For the simulation at the tactical level, it can be accepted as the difference of the 

speeds is not high. Generally, we assume all the drivers drive with an average speed, 

because we are interested in the global average results only. Therefore, the values 

here must be set at lower values than the car drive in reality in the car parks, as the 

values must include also or slowing down for no reason or at the intersections. 

                                            
11 Forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen e. V. (FGSV) (Hrsg.): Empfehlungen für 
Anlagen des ruhenden Verkehrs (EAR). FGSV Verlag, Köln, 2005. 
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Additional Time for the Parking Manoeuvre 

The previous approach to the driving time can be marked as ‘average driving without 

stops throughout the whole way’. The only change from it, as designed at this tactical 

level of the simulation, comes at the moment the driver reaches the node where he 

decides to park.  

First, because of the principle of the measurement of the lengths between the nodes, 

we assume all the drivers come to the central point of the node. That is not a problem 

as we do not observe the specific cars, but average values. 

Second, the driving time counted until now did not include the time for slowing down 

at the end of the road before entering the parking space and the entering itself. The 

time that is to be added to the driving time is the same for all the drivers and is to be 

defined as a parameter of the whole simulation. The approach can be taken from some 

researches that also Höppner /1/ collected within his thesis. 

5.4 Space Searching Algorithm 

The algorithm by that the driver searches for a free parking space is the most important 

part of the thesis as it is the core of the solution that takes care the tactical level of the 

driver’s behaviour at car parks is approached correctly. 

The algorithm is designed universally so that it can be used for any car park that is 

described by using the principles from the chapters 5.1 – 5.3. 

5.4.1 Purpose of the Algorithm 

The algorithm has the purpose to lead the car in the simulation through the car park as 

if it was driven by a human driver who has some subjective requirements, a knowledge 

of the car park, memory and who makes decisions about where to go in order to 

maximise his chance to get to a suitable parking space as fast as possible. 

5.4.2 Remark to the Attractiveness Values 

For the space searching algorithm, it is very important to harmonise the drivers’ 

behaviour parameters with the attractiveness values at the car park being simulated.  

The possible impact of the incorrect settings is analysed in the part 5.4.5. 

5.4.3 Phases of the Algorithm 

The algorithm consists of three phases. Whereas the first and the second phase are 

for each car performed only once, the third is being repeated until a condition is met. 
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If there are some parameters necessary for the specific phase, they are stated in the 

corresponding part of the algorithm’s description.  

1) Driver’s Knowledge and Personality 

This phase represents the fact, the driver goes to the car park and yet before he sees 

its current state, he sets himself a threshold for the attractiveness of the parking space 

he wants to get. 

The user sets two parameters in between them the drivers’ initial attractiveness 

thresholds are uniformly distributed across the drivers: 

o The maximal attractiveness threshold… 

o The minimal attractiveness threshold… 

…with that a specific driver may come to the car park. 

Both the parameters must be set in accordance to the settings of the First Impression 

phase described further.  

The ‘maximal’ parameter should be set under the highest values of attractiveness of 

the parking spaces at the currently simulated car park so that if multiplied by the 

coefficient Fe for the empty car park introduced in the phase 2, the resulting value is 

not higher than the highest attractiveness value at the car park is. 

The ‘minimal’ parameter is recommended to be set in the lower middle of the range of 

the parking spaces’ attractiveness values at the simulated car park. That means, the 

low demanding drivers aim to the worse half of the parking spaces. These drivers 

neglect the best spaces by default as too good. By the first impression in the phase 2, 

their value is adjusted as described further and summarised by the Table 2. Too low 

settings at the edge or out of the range of the attractiveness values in the car park 

makes the drivers too pessimistic and they occupy the worst spaces what is not 

realistic. 

Thanks to the random distribution, each driver is different.  

2) First Impression 

In this second phase, the driver actually sees the current occupancy level of the whole 

car park (or only of a small part for parking houses and garages) and adjusts his initial 

attractiveness threshold coming from the phase 1. 
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The attractiveness threshold after the first impression Afi is calculated from the initial 

attractiveness threshold Ainit. The Ainit value is multiplied by a value linearly scaled 

between the values of the parameters Fe and Ff by the current car park occupancy.  

The calculation is in the Formula 1: 

𝐴𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ∗ ((𝐹𝑒 − 𝐹𝑓) ∗ (1 − 𝐶) + 𝐹𝑓) (1) 

Afi [-] Driver’s attractiveness threshold after the first impression  
Ainit [-] Initial driver’s attractiveness threshold  
Fe [-] First Impress. coefficient for a empty car park  
Ff [-] First Impress. coefficient for a fully occupied car park  
C [-] Current car park’s occupancy Level  

 

The calculation principle is strictly determinative, what means, there is no random 

element. The ‘pseudo-random’ is the car park’s occupancy that is different for each 

driver coming. But as it respects the driver’s initial attractiveness threshold and adjusts 

it by a simple multiplication, the influence of the randomness is still there. 

The multiplication coefficients must be set in accordance with the values in the car park 

so that the minimal and maximal values of the drivers’ thresholds are still in the range 

of the car park after the recalculation. An example of such values is in the Table 2. 

Parameter Value C Ainit = 86 Ainit = 92 

Ff  0.9 1 Afi = 77.4 Afi = 82.8 

Fe 1.05 0 Afi = 90.3 Afi =96.6 
Table 2: The coefficients recommended for the example car park and their influence 

For the check of the spaces, the attractiveness values at the simulated car park are 

reminded, they are 97, 89 and 80. 

We can see, if the car park is full (C = 1) the lowest demanding drivers with Ainit = 86 

adjust their desired value under the worst spaces at the car park (that have 80), 

therefore they search in the worst sectors first. The most demanding drivers (Ainit = 92) 

try the second best sector (with value 89). 

If the car park is empty (C = 0) the lowest demanding drivers with Ainit = 86 who by their 

initial value accept the middle sectors, go to the most attractive sectors now (of the 

value 97) that the only sufficient for them. The most demanding drivers (Ainit = 92) get 

the value set slightly under the best possible spaces what and during the phase 3, they 

insist on parking in the best sectors a bit longer. 
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The value presented here are suitable for the example car park from the Figure 7 

The chapter 5.4.5 analyses come consequences of a wrong settings of the parameters. 

The driver continues with the adjusted attractiveness threshold Afi to the third phase. 

3) Exploring the Car Park 

This is the main and the most complex phase of the algorithm.  

The driver’s general intention during this phase is to park at the car park as fast as 

possible and at a parking space that meets his condition. 

For that reason, he searches for a parking space, respectively for a parking sector that 

meets his attractiveness threshold value and that has at least one free parking space.  

He knows the attractiveness values of the sectors but he does not know the occupancy. 

Therefore, he must choose his destination sector by a combination of the variables 

known to him. He makes a criterial function that chooses a destination sector 

- that meet his attractiveness condition, 

- that is not far from him,  

- about that he thinks there will be a free parking space, 

- about that he also thinks he would have there a good starting position for further 

searching, if he had to, 

- and in that he has not been many times yet. 

Once the destination sector is chosen, the driver stars moving. 

If he comes to the destination sector and there is a free space, he parks and process 

ends. The driver can also park in any sector along the route to the chosen destination 

sector, if it meets his condition and is free. The time elapsed from entering the car park 

up to the moment he parked is stored, same as the attractiveness he reached and the 

sector at that he parks.  

But, if the driver could not park because there were no free spaces, he judges his 

current attractiveness threshold as too high and lowers it by an absolute value that is 

set as a fixed parameter of the simulation. Then he probably finds some new sectors 

with lower attractiveness values and also lower occupancy in that he has not been yet 

and finds a parking space that fits his new attractiveness threshold value. 
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The ‘absolute value’ must be set in accordance with the absolute differences of the 

attractiveness values of the sectors at the car park and with the count of the sectors 

with the same attractiveness. If the value is lower than a usual difference between 

sectors, the drivers make more attempts at the sectors with higher attractiveness until 

they decide to try a worse one. If the value was too high, it would stand for the 

behaviour the driver resigns to his previous attractiveness requirement and goes to 

very unattractive sectors early.  

For the car park in the example from the Figure 7, we set the value for lowering the 

attractiveness to 5. For big car parks, it can be set to 4 or 3. The user must assess the 

value by the previous paragraph with respecting the car park parameters. 

Once the attractiveness threshold value reaches 0, the space searching process ends 

for the driver unsuccessfully. The time consumed is stored. 

Technical Description 

The driver has, from the program’s view, two following attributes: 

- The current attractiveness threshold (a value coming from the phase 2). 

- The current position (initially index of the entrance node, a fixed network 

parameter). 

The parking space searching process starts. 

All the steps described by the numbered list are performed with the goal to find a 

suitable parking space for the driver. If that does not happen, the two input parameters 

stated above are updated and the steps from here start again with a new iteration. 

The steps of each iteration are: 

1) Selecting the Possible Nodes 

All the nodes that have an assigned parking sector are taken. Then, only the ones that 

can be reached from the car’s current position are chosen as the Possible Nodes.  

2) Selecting the Acceptable Nodes 

From the Possible Nodes, the ones are taken, whose corresponding sectors have the 

attractiveness level equal or higher than the driver’s current attractiveness threshold 

is. If no nodes, resp. sectors meet the condition, the node, resp. the sector with the 

highest attractiveness value across the car park is used. But it should happen only 
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occasionally. It was discussed by the Table 2 in the previous algorithm’s phase 

description. 

3) Assigning the driving times to the Acceptable Nodes 

A car park graph is used to assess the driving times to all the Acceptable Nodes. They 

are stored as a variable TN to each node for further calculation. 

4) Calculation of a criterion function value for each of the Acceptable Nodes 

The function is a sum of three values calculated for each of the Acceptable Nodes 

divided by a fourth number. Their description may be found below in items a. – d. The 

function is represented by the Formula 2.  

𝐹𝐶 =
𝐴𝑁𝑊 +  𝑃𝑁 +  𝑇𝑁𝑊

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑝 + 1
 (2) 

FC [-] Result of the criterial function  
ANW [-] Weighted node’s attractiveness   
PN [-] Potential of a node   

TNW [-] Weighted driving time to node   
Natmp [-] Count of attempts at the sector’s node   

 

The values in the function calculated or gathered by methods and principles described 

in the following paragraphs: 

a. Weighted Attractiveness ANW 

The reason for processing the attractiveness this way instead of taking just its simple 

value is that the driver does not desire generally for the node with highest 

attractiveness, but for the one that has a value numerically nearest to his desired value. 

For the calculation, the attractiveness values of the sectors corresponding to the 

Acceptable Nodes are assigned to the nodes as AN and referred further as the 

attractiveness of the node. The maximum across them is found and saved as AB. 

Then, for each node from the Acceptable Nodes, the value of the weighted 

attractiveness ANW is calculated by the Formula 3.  

𝐴𝑁𝑊 = 𝑊𝐴 ∗ (1 −
4∗|𝐴𝑁−𝐴𝐶|

𝐴𝐵
)  (3) 

ANW [-] Attractiveness of the node weighted  
WA [-] Weight for the attractiveness (parameter)   
AN [-] Node’s absolute attractiveness   
AC [-] Current driver’s attractiveness threshold  
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AB [-] Best node’s attractiveness  
 

The function transforms the node’s attractiveness value into a value that is added to 

the criterial function. It ensures that the bigger the numerical distance between the 

node’s and the driver’s value is, the lower the result is. The number 4 is there to make 

the function steeper, so that higher numerical distance from the driver’s threshold 

makes the result significantly lower. From the formula follows that if the node has 

exactly the value of the current driver’s attractiveness threshold, the value returned to 

the criterial function is at the value of the weight WA.  

The Figure 9 shows the dependence of the resulting value ANW on the absolute node’s 

attractiveness value AN for two different values of the driver’s AC value. The weight 

parameter used by default is WA = 150 

 

Figure 9: Recalculation the attractiveness value to a weighted attractiveness 

b. Potential PN 

The exploring potential value of the sector corresponding to the Acceptable Node is 

assigned to each of them. The value is by the definition from 5.3.3 used for the criterial 

function without weighting because the values are already set as weighted.  

If necessary, the values can be adjusted in the inputs of the simulation – sectors’ 

attributes. For the example in the Figure 7, we use the value PN = 100 for all. 

c. Weighted Driving Time TW 

The driving times assigned to the Acceptable Nodes in the step 3) are processed. The 

time as a criterion should be minimalised, while here we need a value for the criterial 
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function, the criterion of which is maximum. For that reason, there must be two 

parameters defined that set the scale for the assessment of the values.  

The first parameter is the weight that is set to WT = 200 by default. The node can be 

assessed by this value if the driving time to it is TN = 0 s which is non-realistic but 

necessary for the definition.  

The second parameter is the ‘time to get result zero’, by default set to Ttz = 30 s. For 

that driving time, the node gets to the criterial function the value TNW = 0. For higher 

driving times Ttz > 30 s, the value remains TNW = 0. It is because we need that the 

criterion function has only positive values due to further processing. The calculation of 

the contributing value is done by the Formula 4, except the condition of positivity that 

must be applied separately. The function is linear. 

𝑇𝑁𝑊 = 𝑊𝑇 ∗ (1 −
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑡𝑧
)  (4) 

TNW [-] Driving time to node weighted  
WT [-] Weight for the driving time (parameter)   
TN [s] Driving time to node  
Ttz [s] Driving time to get result zero (parameter)  

 

The value of the parameter ‘Driving time to get result zero’ is subject for a further 

research or discussion. It stands for the longest acceptable route and was estimated . 

d. Attempts at Nodes Sectors Natmp 

The attempts at sectors are counted by the principle described in the step 6. 

The reason for adding this value in that way to the calculation is the fact the driver has 

memory and does not want to explore a sector he has already explored before. 

In the first iteration, the counts of the attempts are naturally 0 as the car is still at the 

entrance. For that reason, the value is increased by +1. The higher the count of 

attempts is, the lower the total result is. 

5) Choosing the destination node 

The node to be used as the destination of the route in this iteration is chosen by the 

result of the criteria function from the step 4). The node that has the maximal value 

across all the Acceptable Nodes is chosen. 
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6) Taking the route and exploring  

After the destination node is chosen, the whole route is assigned to the driver and the 

driver starts moving. The time he consumes when moving is counted. At each node he 

uses on the way, the parking spaces of the node’s corresponding sector are explored. 

If there are some, their attractiveness value is checked. 

If the attractiveness is below the current driver’s attractiveness threshold, the parking 

spaces in the sector are ignored and the driver continues his way. 

If the attractiveness is sufficient for the driver and there is a free parking space, the 

driver parks immediately and the searching process ends.  

If the attractiveness is sufficient for the driver, but there are no free spaces, the driver 

continues in the way planned and an attempt at the sector is counted for the driver to 

be possibly used in the next iterations. 

7) Coming to the destination node  

Once the driver comes to the destination node, the same process as described in the 

step 7 is done with the only difference at the end, as there is no node planned to go 

next. Therefore, after processing the step 8, a new iteration of this numbered list is 

done. 

8) Lowering the current attractiveness threshold 

The value of the driver’s attractiveness threshold is lowered by a value that is globally 

set as the simulation parameter, discussed in the introduction part of the chapter 

describing this phase of the space searching algorithm.  

After lowering, the driver’s current attractiveness threshold is checked and if it is lower 

than 0, the algorithm ends, the driver gives up searching. 

If it is above 0, it is set as the new input together with the current position (node) and 

the new iteration of the process represented by this numbered list begins. 

Time Processing 

The driving time is counted and summed for all the iteration the driver did.  

If the process ended by parking manoeuvre, a value representing the manoeuvring is 

added to the time spent by driving.  

An optimal parking time is calculated. It is calculated as the shortest possibility for 

reaching the sector used for parking from the entrance. 
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5.4.4 Usage of the Driver’s Attractiveness Threshold  

This section summarizes all uses of the driver’s attractiveness threshold for clarity. 

In the first two phases, the value is set and adjusted. In the third phase, the value is 

used and adjusted. 

Acceptance Criterion 

The threshold represents the driver’s personal limit how attractive parking spaces he 

currently accepts for parking. The driver searches for parking spaces, respectively for 

only the parking sectors that have a better attractiveness value than the driver’s current 

threshold is. The driver can also park at the suitable spaces, resp. sectors only. 

Criterion for Pragmatic Selection 

Second, it helps with choosing the sector to that the driver decides to go. Although the 

driver explores only the sectors that meet his attractiveness condition, he does not 

want to go the sectors that excess his condition too much. He valuates better the ones, 

values of them are closer to his threshold. His reason for it is that he assumes the 

spaces with the higher attractiveness will be probably more occupied. Therefore he 

even does not try to go to park there and better saves some time by going directly to a 

sector with a lower attractiveness level. 

Stop Searching Criterion 

When the drivers decides for a specific sector, comes there and does not find a free 

parking space there, he lowers his current threshold by a value that is set as a global 

parameter of the simulation. That was discussed in the algorithm description before. 

The driver stops searching when his threshold reached the value of 0. 

The limit of the attractiveness of the parking spaces to the range of 20 to 100 was 

introduced (when defined in 5.2.1) since the driver is then able to search in the worst 

sectors repeatedly until his attractiveness threshold comes iteratively from 20 to 0.  

In the example car park discussed so far, the worst parking sector have their 

attractiveness at value 80, what is distant from 0 and what makes the driver to search 

longer across the car park if it is full. The algorithm is more suitable for big car parks 

where the attractiveness values may be set in the whole range from 100 to 20. 

The principle of the stop searching criterion also says the drivers with lower initial 

thresholds give up the searching process earlier.  
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5.4.5 Comments to the Attractiveness Values Relations 

An implicit assumption was made, when designing the algorithm, the car park is usually 

being occupied from the spaces with the highest attractiveness. This assumption is 

also transferred to the driver’s mind in the simulation via the design of the criterial 

functions by that the drivers decide where to go. 

The reason why the ranges of the car park’s attractiveness values (defined and 

described in 5.2.1, set to the car park when describing it for the simulation purpose) 

and the drivers’ attractiveness threshold values (defined for the drivers in the first and 

third phase of the algorithm by simulation parameters) must fulfil the criteria stated 

there is in to the simulation corresponds to reality. Some examples are following: 

If the maximal driver’s attractiveness threshold is set too high above the car park’s 

highest attractiveness values, the drivers will search for a too good non-existent space 

for too long at the beginning. 

If the driver’s minimum is set too low under the minimal values of the car park, more 

drivers will search for a worse parking spaces then they actually can get and therefore 

the less attractive spaces will be more occupied than the more attractive.  

The absolute value of lowering the attractiveness threshold in the exploring iterations 

set too big makes the drivers very pessimistic and early giving up, they go faster to 

sectors with a very low attractiveness. 

On the other hand, setting this coefficient low makes the drivers insisting on their 

requirements and persisting in the more attractive sector. That would make sense if 

the simulation was not only at the tactical level, but another car could leave the parking 

space in the already discovered sector. In the designed tool, no car can leave the 

parking space while another car is searching for it. 

5.4.6 Process Function Demonstration 

This part has the goal to show how the drivers behave accordingly to the conditions at 

the car park and to their parameters. A drive of two cars will be processed step by step 

with showing the current values that influence the driver’s decision. 

This presentation drives will be done in the car park used across this chapter as the 

example one. The example parameters stated across this chapter will be taken over to 

this simulation from there. Only the driving times of the edges are set to 5 for all of 

them so that the totals of the driving times can be easily human calculated. 
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The car park has only two-way roads, therefore all the sectors are accessible in two 

different ways, one of which is always significantly longer. If we talk about the time 

distance to a sector, we actually always mean the shorter from the two possible routes. 

For the same reason, if a formula is stated to be used for assessing nodes (in chapter 

5.4.3), here we use it for sectors as all the car park’s parameters stand for the sector, 

only the time distance makes the difference for two nodes corresponding to one sector. 

Therefore the labels ‘N’ in formulas below, originally for a ‘node’, here stand for a 

sector. 

Now the scenarios follow. 

Only Few Spaces in Attractive Sectors 

This is not a standard situation that a car park has only the most attractive spaces 

available. But for the presentation, it is a good example as the driver does not find the 

parking space immediately. 

Initial Conditions 

The driver comes to the car park with his initial attractiveness threshold that is for a 

demonstration reason set to Ainit = 95. The initial state of the car park and the car’s 

position are in the Figure 10. The occupied are red and the car is at the node 1.  

 

Figure 10: Initial state of the simulation 

The parking sectors have some fixed attributes as shown in the  
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Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Free Spaces: 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Attractiveness: 97 97 89 89 80 80 

Potential: 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 

Table 3. 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Free Spaces: 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Attractiveness: 97 97 89 89 80 80 

Potential: 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 
Table 3: Initial parameters of the car park’s sectors 

First Impression 

The driver’s initial attractiveness level is adjusted by the first impression by using the 

values from the previous algorithm’s phase: 

𝐴𝑓𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ∗ ((𝐹𝑒 − 𝐹𝑓) ∗ (1 − 𝐶) + 𝐹𝑓) = 95 ∗ ((1.05 − 0.9) ∗ (1 − 0.93) + 0.9)

=  95 ∗ 0.9084 = 86.3 

Thanks to the first impression, the driver will aim to the parking spaces at the level of 

86.3 and higher and not at the initial 95, because he thinks the less attractive sectors 

will be free. 

Exploring the Car Park 

Now, the third phase starts. During that, the driver chooses the sector about that he 

thinks there will be free spaces and makes an attempt to park there. 

First, the driver filters all the sectors at the car park by his current attractiveness 

threshold. Only the ones that have their attractiveness higher than his current threshold 

is are taken. From the sectors in the Table 3, the sectors 1, 2, 3 and 4 fulfil the 

condition. 

Then a criterial function for the nodes is calculated by the formula (2) in the chapter 

5.4.3, the third phase of the space searching algorithm. All the details concerning the 

calculation as well as some weighting parameters not stated here are there to be found. 

The values that are necessary for the calculation and that describe the current driver’s 

situation are in the Table 4 below. 

Sector  1 2 3 4 
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Attractiveness AN 97 97 89 89 

Driving Time TN 15 15 10 10 

Potential: PN 100 100 100 100 

Attempts Natmp 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 4: Values involved in the calculation specific for each sector being assessed  

Further, there is an example calculation of all the values needed for the final decision. 

The calculations presented are done for the sector 1. 

The value that represents the attractiveness of the sector AN in the criterial function is 

calculated as follows: 

𝐴𝑁𝑊 = 𝑊𝐴 ∗ (1 −
4 ∗ |𝐴𝑁 − 𝐴𝐶|

𝐴𝐵
) = 150 ∗ (1 −

4 ∗ |97 − 86.3|

97
)

= 150 ∗ (1 −
4 ∗ |10.7|

97
) = 150 ∗ (1 − 0.44) = 83.8 

The driving time TN is in the criterial function represented by a value TNW. Its calculation 

depends mainly on setting of the parameters. It is as the following: 

𝑇𝑁𝑊 = 𝑊𝑇 ∗ (1 −
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑡𝑧´
) = 200 ∗ (1 −

15

30
) = 200 ∗ 0.5 = 100 

The potential PN is taken to the function as an absolute value.  

The last adjustment is done by the value Natmp that is currently at the value of 0 for all 

the sectors as none of them has already been explored. 

The resulting value of the criterion function is FC. It is calculated by: 

𝐹𝐶 =
𝐴𝑁𝑊 +  𝑃𝑁 +  𝑇𝑁𝑊

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑝 + 1
=

83.8 + 50 + 100

1
= 233.8 

The values for all the sectors are collected to the Table 5. 

Sector  1 2 3 4 

Free Spaces  2 2 0 0 

Attractiveness AN 97 97 89 89 

Value for A ANW 83.8 83.8 134.2 134.2 

Driving Time TN 15 15 10 10 

Value for DT TNW 100 100 133.3 133.3 

Potential: PN 100 100 100 100 

Attempts Natmp 0 0 0 0 

Result FC 283.8 283.8 367.5 367.5 
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Table 5: Values for the driver’s decision at the entrance 

As we can see, the driver has now two equal possibilities where to go. He chooses 

between them randomly and takes the sector 3 (the node number 7). The driving time 

counted is counted. It is 10 s what stands for two edges driven. 

The driver’s current position and the edges used are in the Figure 11. 

The sector the driver has come to has unfortunately no available parking spaces. But 

it has a sufficient level of the attractiveness value, therefore the driver counts an 

attempt to park at the sector 3 to his memory. The sector 3 will be penalised in the next 

iteration of the algorithm.  

The current driver’s attractiveness threshold is lowered by a coefficient of value 5 (set 

as a parameter of the simulation). The new driver’s attractiveness value is AC = 81.3. 

 

Figure 11: Car's position after the first iteration of exploring phase 

A new iteration can start. The acceptable sectors are still the same, thanks to the 

attractiveness value of the second best sectors at the car park that is 80. 

The values involved in the new calculation of the criterial function together with the 

resulting values for each sector are in the Table 6. 
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As the sector 3 was discovered, the route calculated there has the node 6 as the 

destination and is routed via the neighbouring sectors. For that reason, the value 

representing the driving time to the sector in the criterial function is 0. 

Sector  1 2 3 4 

Free Spaces  2 2 0 0 

Attractiveness AN 97 97 89 89 

Value for A ANW 53.8 53.8 103.3 103.3 

Driving Time TN 10 15 35 20 

Value for DT TNW 133.3 100 0 66.6 

Potential: PN 100 100 100 100 

Attempts Natmp 0 0 1 0 

Result FCF 287.1 253.8 101.7 269.9 

 
Table 6: The values of the calculation for the second iteration 

The driver chooses the sector 1 as his next destination. Its proximity made him to be 

the currently best one for the driver. The same driving time is to sector 5, but it is not 

sufficient for the driver due to its insufficient attractiveness. 

The driver goes to the sector 1. After coming there, he checks the sector for free 

parking spaces and parks successfully. The searching process ends.  

 

Figure 12: The driver has reached his destination and parked 
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The total driving time reached is 20 s (stands for 4 edges that were used). For getting 

the parking time, the manoeuvring time must be added. The value used for this 

example is 9 s. Therefore the parking time reached is 29 s.  

For calculation of the optimal driving time, we find the shortest path to the sector 1 that 

leads via nodes 1, 2, 3 to the node 4. The optimal driving time is 15 then as only 3 

edges would be sufficient to be used. 

The driver’s satisfaction ratio is a calculated as the ratio of the initial attractiveness and 

the attractiveness reached. The value is 1.02. The driver reached a better parking 

space than he initially wanted. 

A Moderately Demanding Driver at a Moderately Occupied Car Park 

The same steps that have been presented in the previous part are repeated under 

different conditions at the car park and presented in the same structure, but without 

the calculations and some comments. They are in the previous presentation. 

Initial Conditions 

The driver comes to the car park with his initial attractiveness threshold of Ainit = 89. 

The current occupancy level of the car park is C = 0.52. Its initial state and the car’s 

position are in the Figure 15. The occupied spaces are red and the car’s node is 1. 

 

Figure 13: Initial state of the simulation 

The parking sectors have the attributes collected in the Table 7. 
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Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Free Spaces: 3 4 4 4 5 6 

Attractiveness: 97 97 89 89 80 80 

Potential: 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 
Table 7: Initial parameters of the car park’s sectors 

First Impression 

The driver’s initial attractiveness level is adjusted by the first impression function that 

for these conditions return the value of 0.972: 

𝐴𝑓𝑖 = 89 ∗ 0.972 =  86.5 

The first impression was neutral, the driver’s threshold almost did not changed. 

Exploring the Car Park 

The driver’s attractiveness condition meet the sectors 1, 2, 3 and 4 as can be 

concluded by the attractiveness levels of the sectors in the Table 7. 

Then a criterial function for the nodes is calculated by the formula (2) from the chapter 

5.4.3. The values that are used for its calculation (except for the global simulation 

parameters) and also the results are in the Table 8. 

Sector  1 2 3 4 

Free Spaces  2 2 0 0 

Attractiveness AN 97 97 89 89 

Value for A ANW 85.1 85.1 134.5 134.5 

Driving Time TN 15 15 10 10 

Value for DT TNW 100 100 133.3 133.3 

Potential: PN 100 100 100 100 

Attempts Natmp 0 0 0 0 

Result FC 285.1 285.1 367.8 367.8 

 
Table 8: Values for the driver’s decision at the entrance 

The driver has now two equal possibilities where to go – sectors 3 and 4. He chooses 

between them randomly and takes the sector 3 (the node number 7). The driving time 

is counted. It is 10 s what stands for two graph’s edges driven. 

After he reaches the node, he realises there are some free parking spaces and parks 

there as shows the Figure 1. 
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Figure 14: Finish of the simulation for a low demanding driver 

The total driving time reached is 10 s (stands for 3 edges that were used). The parking 

time reached is 19 s. The optimal parking time is equal to the parking time reached. 

The driver’s satisfaction ratio is 1.02. The driver reached a better parking space than 

he initially wanted. 

Similar Cases Discussion 

As we can see, if there is at least one free parking space in each sector, the driver 

cannot make a mistake. The driving time is always equal to the optimal time then. In 

that case, the only criterion is his initial attractiveness threshold value. He uses then a 

space he wants. Some indicators will be better to be observed globally for all the cars 

processed. Then the process may be evaluated. It is done in the chapter 7. 

5.5 Leaving the Car Park 

Until now, the main focus was put on the incoming cars. This functionality handles the 

cars that want to leave the car park. It can be either a car standing initially at the car 

park or the car that parked there during the simulation and its moment of leaving time 

is within the simulation time. 

The moments of when the car leave are defined by the parameters set in 5.1. From 

the parameters, the moments for leaving are calculated for the initially standing cars 
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and the parking durations for the incoming cars. After the car parks, the moment of 

leaving is set to him by its desired parking duration. 

Once the time of the simulation comes to moment for leaving, the car that wants to 

leave is processed. The manoeuvring time to leave the parking space that is set a 

parameter of the simulation and the time that is consumed by the shortest possible 

route from the sector where the car parks to the exit are summed and stored. 

If there are two cars to be processed at the same time, one of which is about to park 

and the second to leave, the leaving one is processed first as it corresponds the reality 

that the new incoming car can use also the free parking space. 

The leaving process can stop with the end of the simulation time (as no other cars are 

coming and we do not observe the car park more) or the simulation does not have to 

be stopped and the cars parked can leave the car park, to have the total parking time 

complete (time of searching, manoeuvring twice and leaving). 

5.6 Output Designing 

Once the simulation finishes its run, either by reaching the simulation time or later, as 

stated in the last paragraph of the previous chapter 5.5, the results must be provided 

the user in a machine-readable format. 

The output is therefore in a form of a table that has single cars in rows and the specific 

parameters and indicator in columns. Some of them are directly calculated from the 

others, what saves the user the time for processing the data.  

The attributes to be exported from the simulation are: 

1) Index 

Technical parameter, each car is processed with its unique index. 

2) Result 

The state in that the car finished the simulation: 

- incoming car parked successfully 

- incoming car parked successfully and later left the car park 

- initial standing car left the car park 

- incoming car could not find the parking space and left the car park 
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3) Arrival Moment [s] 

The moment of the simulation in that the incoming car entered the environment and 

was processed. 

4) Occupancy Level [-] 

The percentage of occupied spaces of the car park at the moment the car entered the 

environment. 

5) Initial Driver’s Attractiveness Threshold 

The value that the driver had initially set, before he entered the car park (corresponds 

to the phase 1 of the space searching algorithm from 5.4). 

6) Driver’s Attractiveness Threshold after First Impression 

The value the driver had when he entered the car park and saw its occupancy level 

(corresponds to the phase 2 of the space searching algorithm) 

7) Driver’s Attractiveness Threshold at the End 

The value the driver had after the space searching process finished (end of the phase 

3 of the space searching algorithm) 

8) Reached Attractiveness 

The value of the parking sector finally used by the driver. 

9) Parking Time [s] 

The time the driver spent by searching the parking space + manoeuvring to the space. 

10) Possible Optimal Parking Time [s] 

The minimal driving time in that the parking sector the driver used coul be reached 

from the entrance + the manoeuvring time. 

11) Parking Time above Optimal [s] 

The difference of the attributes 10) and 11) 

12) Sector Used 

The index of the sector the driver used. 

13) Parking Duration [s] 

The duration how long the driver parked at the car park (for the incoming only). 

14) Departure Moment [s] 

The time from the beginning of the simulation, in that the car left the car park. 
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15) Leaving Time [s] 

The time spent by manoeuvring from the parking space and going to the exit. 

16) Total Parking Time [s] 

The time spent by searching for the parking space + by manoeuvring to and from the 

parking space + by leaving the car park. 

17) Attractiveness Ratio [-] 

A value calculated as the ratio: (Reached Attractiveness) / (Initial Driver’s 

Attractiveness Threshold), therefore it is higher for more satisfied drivers.  
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6 Implementation of the Simulation Environment 

The simulation designed in the chapter 5 is implemented in a software tool MATLAB® 

from MathWorks (later written as ‘Matlab’). It is a software for iterative analysis. It offers 

a possibility to design processes with a programming language in that the matrices are 

the main subject that can be easily handled. The subjects of the design may be easily 

represented by matrices, therefore it appears as a suitable tool for the purpose.  

6.1 Overview of the Program Created 

The simulation is executed within the Matlab software and for some inputs uses also 

Microsoft Excel. The program itself consists of 3 Matlab .m script files (and one 

additional, not regularly used) and 15 Matlab .m function files created for this 

simulation. Additionally, there is one .xlsx file that defines the network of the car park 

and the initial occupation of the parking sectors. 

The Microsoft Excel file is: 

Sectors Nodes Edges.xlsx 

The Matlab script files are: 

NetworkImport.m 

CarsGenAndParams.m 

SimulationRun.m 

ResetParams.m – a duplicated part of the CarsGenAndParams.m script 

All the scripts are located in one folder. The functions are in the subfolder SubFunctions 

that is automatically added to the Matlab’s path by running the script NetworkImport.m. 

All the scripts and functions are well documented and easy understandable for even a 

non-IT users. Most of the design principles introduced in the chapter 5 are kept and 

also described within the scripts and functions. For that reason, the following chapter 

describes the usage of the script mainly from the user’s point of view and the technical 

aspects mentions only briefly as they can be seen in the scripts themselves. 

The program was created in Matlab R2018b, uses global variables and some built-in 

functions, especially for importing the .xlsx file, for finding maxima or minima across a 

vector or for processing the graph that represents the car park’s network. 
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The program is in the Annex 2 – CarParkSimulationTool.zip where all the necessary 

files for its running are contained. 

6.2 Instructions for Use 

The usage is simple and does not require knowledge of the Matlab environment. The 

knowledge of the Microsoft Excel software is sufficient at a very basic level. 

The scripts provide the user messages with hints and links what to do next, therefore 

the usage is intuitive. The only condition to correct function is not to change the names 

of the involved files and not to move them from one directory, unless it is respected 

and adjusted in the scripts. The links used within the messages use the filenames too. 

6.2.1 Usage for the First Time 

This chapter describes all the steps from the beginning to exporting the results.  

Excel Processing 

First, the file Sectors Nodes Edges.xlsx is to be edited by the user. The car park graph 

is to be defined here, as well as the sectors’ and nodes’ attributes. More about the 

principles that should be respected is in the chapter 6.3. The Excel file must be saved 

after editing but does not have to be closed as Matlab can read even an opened file.  

Opening and Running the Script NetworkImport.m 

After the Excel file is saved, the script NetworkImport.m is to be opened in Matlab. 

There are five technical (numerical) parameters of the network to be defined by the 

user. 

After their definition, the script is to be executed by the button ‘Run’ in the Editor tab in 

the upper part of the Matlab’s window, as visible in the Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Execution of the script in Matlab (source: printscreen of Matlab R2018b) 

The processing the script can take some time for the first time. 
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By running this script, a name is created to be used for the future output file with the 

results. The name contains the current date and time and is not changed until running 

this script again. The name’s pattern is: SimOutput_YYYY-MM-DD-HH-MM-SS.xlsx. 

The concrete filename is shown in the message to user. Further, there is a link for 

opening the second script CarsGenAndParams.m.  

Running the Script CarsGenAndParams.m 

In the second script, there are some parameters to be defined by the user again. The 

first of them influence the random cars generation, the second are global parameters 

for the simulation. The parameters are set up to line 91 of the script. Their list is in XXX. 

The principles for their setting are in the whole chapter 5. 

Running this script the same way as the previous generates a randomised set of cars 

that come to the car park within the simulation time and set the simulation the 

parameters stated in the script. 

The message shown to user has a link to continue to the script SimulationRun.m or 

offers to open an additional script ResetParams.m, mentioned at the end of 6.2.2. 

Running the Script SimulationRun.m 

This script is only to be run, no parameters are necessary to be set. 

A message is shown to user. It contains all the useful possibilities that can be done 

next. 

The user can export the results to an Excel file with the name as described above. A 

new sheet is created. The sheet’s name contains the number of the simulation run. 

The number is reset when importing a new network by NetworkImport.m, same as a 

new filename that will be used since that time is created. 

6.2.2 Repeating the Simulation Runs 

There are generally three possibilities to be done when the first simulation run finishes 

and the results are saved. 

Importing a new network 

If you modify the Excel file Sectors Nodes Edges.xlsx, you proceed all of the steps in 

the chapter 6.2.1 again. Since then, a new filename will be used when exporting the 

results. 
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Generating a New Set of Cars 

A usual task will be to rerun the simulation with different parameters of the cars and 

drivers. For that, we go back to the script CarsGenAndParams.m and just run it. Then 

we go back to run the script SimulationRun.m. The results possibly exported then are 

saved to the same Excel file to sheet containing the number of the simulation run. 

Please do not forget that by running the CarsGenAndParams.m script, the global 

parameters contained in it are reset to the values contained in that script. 

Resetting the Parameters 

In the messages for the user, there are links to open the fourth script ResetParams.m. 

This script gives the possibility to set global simulation parameters without generating 

a new set of cars. The order of running the scripts for setting the parameters matters. 

The values from the last of the scripts that were run are used for the simulation. 

6.3 Defining the Car Park Network 

The car park we want to simulate the parking process at must be defined as a graph. 

All the principles from the chapter 5 concerning the car park network representation 

and concerning settings of their parameters are used within this chapter.  

The Excel file Sectors Nodes Edges.xls provides the following inputs for the simulation 

in the described way.  

When editing the Excel file, it is necessary the steps contained in chapters 5.1 – 5.3 

were done, except the driving time calculation, as the excel provides a tool that may 

help with it. Therefore especially the nodes and sectors and their attributes must be 

established finally. 

6.3.1 Edges Definition and Attributes 

It is necessary that the nodes have their unique indexes, since the edges are defined 

by their two corresponding nodes.  

Then a manual process starts. It is prone to errors and also time consuming and an 

external tool for graph designing might be useful. 

The user inputs the data about the edges into the worksheet GraphData in the following 

form: The index of the starting node in the first column named ‘From’, the index of the 

ending point in the second column ‘To’. The weight of the edge in the third column is 
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not to be inserted manually since it is represented by the driving time between the 

endpoints and calculated from the values in the next columns as described below.  

The driving times are for this example calculated in a simplified way: from the distances 

driven between the nodes and from some typical driving speeds.  

6.3.2 Sectors 

The attributes of the sectors that are important for (and used in) the simulation are 

stated in the Figure 7 for each sector. For the simulation program, they are defined in 

the first worksheet Sectors of the Excel file, in its first to fourth column. 

6.3.3 Nodes 

In the third sheet of the Excel file, there is the list of nodes. In the second column, the 

sectors corresponding to the nodes are defined. 

6.4 Settings of the Parameters 

The count of sectors used, count of nodes and count of edges are an input to the scrip 

NetworkImport.m 

All the other parameters are to be defined in the second script 

CarsGenersAndParams.m. 

Their description may be found there. The principle for their settings was described 

within the whole chapter 6. 
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7 Running and Evaluating the Simulation 

The simulation will be now run under different conditions and some results from the 

indicators that are in the outputs defined by the chapter 5.6 will be analysed. 

The car park we use for that is the same as the one introduced in the design part. If 

the car park was bigger, the same results could be expected after adapting the 

incoming traffic flow to the size of the car park.  

The parameters of the car park, including the initial occupancy, are summarised in the 

Table 9. Its scheme is in the Figure 16. 

Car Park Parameters 

Sector Parking Spaces Attractiveness Initial Occupancy 

1 11 97 0 

2 11 97 0 

3 8 89 0 

4 8 89 0 

5 11 80 0 

6 11 80 0 

Total 60  – 0 
 

Table 9: Parameters of the simulated Car Park 

 

Figure 16: The scheme of the observed car park 

The driving times are simplified to the values of 5 s between the nodes (nodes position 

can be seen in the Figure 5: A car park transformed to a directed graph in 5.3.1). 

The simulation parameters influencing the drivers’ behaviour are the same as the 

introduced within the simulation designing and they are summarised in the Table 10. 

Sector 3

Spaces: 8

Attr: 89

Pot: 100

Sector 4

Spaces: 8

Attr: 89

Pot: 100

Sector 6

Spaces: 11

Pot: 100

Pot: 100

Sector 2

Spaces: 11

Atr: 97

Pot: 100

Attr: 80

← exit

entrance →

point of 

interest

Sector 1

Spaces: 11

Attr: 97

Pot: 100

Sector 5

Spaces: 11

Attr: 80
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Driver’s Initial Attractiveness Thresholds 

Minimal Attractiveness Threshold Ainit,min = 86 

Maximal Attractiveness Threshold Ainit,max = 92 

First Impression Parameters 

Impression Coefficient of an Empty Car Park Fe = 1.05 

Impression Coefficient of a Full Car Park Ff = 0.9    

Criterial Function Parameters 

Weight of the Attractiveness WA = 150 

Weight of Zero Driving WT = 200 

Driving Time to Result Zero Ttz = 30 s 

Overall Driver’s Parameter 

Driver’s Attractiveness Threshold Lowering 5 

Average Manoeuvring Times 

Entering Time 9 s 

Leaving Time 17 s 
 

Table 10: Simulation parameters for the drivers' behaviour 

A simulation under one conditions will be run 10 times to generate more sets of the 

randomised results. Since the moment of arrival can be used as the explanatory 

variable too, the simulation cannot be processed at once in 10 time’s longer time. The 

initial condition of the free car park is repeated in every simulation run. 

7.1 Low Traffic Flow and Short Parking 

The parameters of the traffic flow are set in the way that during an hour, one car comes 

to park every minute. Then, they are about to stay at the car park around 30 minutes, 

with the standard deviation of 10 minutes. Since the car park has 60 parking spaces, 

the car park is sufficient for all driver. And because they leave during the simulation, 

even a higher incoming traffic flow would be acceptable. 

The parameters are summarised in the Table 11. 

Incoming Traffic Flow Parameters  

Simulation Time 60 min 

Count of Incoming Cars 60 

Parking Duration Mean 30 min 

Parking Duration Standard Deviation 10 min 
 

Table 11: Incoming traffic flow parameters for Low Traffic Flow and Short Parking scenario 
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Car Park Occupancy on Arrivals 

The state of the car park during the simulation time shows the  

Table 12. 

 Car Park Occupancy Level at the Moment of Arrival  

Moment of 
Arrival [s] 0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 

Sum 
of Cars 

1-300 47       47 

301-600 13 39 2     54 

601-900  19 27 2    48 

901-1200  2 27 14 1   44 

1201-1500   11 38 18   67 

1501-1800    17 21 7  45 

1801-2100    4 29 10 3 46 

2101-2400    1 24 22 2 49 

2401-2700    2 22 27 2 53 

2701-3000     23 9 2 34 

3001-3300    7 33 20  60 

3301-3600    1 23 29  53 

Sum of Cars 60 60 67 86 194 124 9 600 
 

Table 12: Car park occupancy level dependent on the time of arrival of the car 

We can see, the occupancy level reaches a stable level of half of its occupancy in 30 

minutes. It corresponds to the initial parameters and its capacity. 

Drivers’ Satisfaction Ratio 

It is the ratio between the desired and the reached attractiveness value. This is a bit 

more interesting indicator as it does not depend on the traffic flow parameters, but on 

the parameter of attractiveness of the parking spaces new established as a driver’s 

parameter too. How satisfied the drivers were in this scenario shows the  

 Drivers’ Satisfaction Ratio  

Moment of 
Arrival [s] 0.85-0.9 0.9-0.95 0.95-1 1-1.05 1.05-1.1 >1.1 

Sum 
of Cars 

1-300     31 16 47 

301-600    1 40 13 54 

601-900    6 33 9 48 

901-1200   3 15 23 3 44 

1201-1500   9 34 22 2 67 

1501-1800 1  6 21 17  45 

1801-2100 2 1 6 18 19  46 

2101-2400 7 2 6 18 14 2 49 

2401-2700  4 6 21 19 3 53 

2701-3000   7 10 14 3 34 
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3001-3300 1 1 9 16 28 5 60 

3301-3600 2 2 10 12 23 4 53 

Sum of Cars 13 10 62 172 283 60 600 

 

Table 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Drivers’ Satisfaction Ratio  

Moment of 
Arrival [s] 0.85-0.9 0.9-0.95 0.95-1 1-1.05 1.05-1.1 >1.1 

Sum 
of Cars 

1-300     31 16 47 

301-600    1 40 13 54 

601-900    6 33 9 48 

901-1200   3 15 23 3 44 

1201-1500   9 34 22 2 67 

1501-1800 1  6 21 17  45 

1801-2100 2 1 6 18 19  46 

2101-2400 7 2 6 18 14 2 49 

2401-2700  4 6 21 19 3 53 

2701-3000   7 10 14 3 34 

3001-3300 1 1 9 16 28 5 60 

3301-3600 2 2 10 12 23 4 53 

Sum of Cars 13 10 62 172 283 60 600 
 

Table 13: Driver's satisfaction ratio dependent on the time of arrival 

We can see that around 86 % of the drivers reached a better attractiveness value than 

they desired for before coming to the car park. The low incoming traffic flow and the 

parking duration set results in that there are always some attractive spaces free. 

For the drivers in the second half of the simulation, after the car park get occupied at 

a stable level, it is 77 %. 
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Sectors Used for Parking 

The previous indicator correspond to the satisfaction level. All the drivers had their 

initial value at the minimum of 86. The drivers who parked in the most distant sectors 

5 or 6 were the unsatisfied. The count of 23 corresponds to the least satisfied drivers 

form the Table 13 at the satisfaction level to 0.95. The Figure 17 has the data. 

 

Figure 17: The sectors used for parking during the scenario 

Parking Time Above Optimal 

The  

 Parking Time Above Optimal [s] Sum of 
Cars Parking Time [s] 0 5 15 30 

19 217    217 

24 276    276 

29  67 10  77 

34   17  17 

44    13 13 

Sum of Cars 493 67 27 13 600 

 

Table 14 shows that 107 drivers (18 %) were searching for their parking space for a 

longer time than they could if they had gone straight.  

 Parking Time Above Optimal [s] Sum of 
Cars Parking Time [s] 0 5 15 30 

19 217    217 

24 276    276 

29  67 10  77 

34   17  17 

44    13 13 

Sum of Cars 493 67 27 13 600 
 

Table 14: Parking time reached vs. parking time above optimal 
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Parking Time vs Satisfaction Ratio 

The following  

Table 15 shows that the drivers who searched for the parking space longer then they 

could were the unsatisfied drivers. 

 

Parking Time 
Above Optimal[s] 

Driver’s Satisfaction Ratio Sum of 
Cars 0.85-0.9 0.9-0.95 0.95-1 1-1.05 1.05-1.1 >1.1 

0   46 171 234 42 493 

5     49 18 67 

15  10 16 1   27 

30 13      13 

Sum of Cars 13 10 62 172 283 60 600 
 

Table 15: Time above optimal spend vs. satisfaction ratio 

The results overall show all the drivers could park, almost all of them reached a better 

than the desired attractiveness and that their time loss above the parking time was low. 

The data and their processing for the analysis done are attached as the Annex 3 –

Analysis Flow 60.xlsx. 

7.2 High Traffic Flow and Short Parking 

In this second simulation run, the parameters of the traffic flow are set different. A car 

or two come to the car park every minute. The parking duration is the same, a car parks 

around 30 minutes, with the standard deviation of 10 minutes. We expect the car park 

may become overloaded. 

The parameters are summarised in the Table 16. 

Incoming Traffic Flow Parameters  

Simulation Time 60 min 

Count of Incoming Cars 150 

Parking Duration Mean 30 min 

Parking Duration Standard Deviation 10 min 
 

Table 16: Incoming traffic flow parameters for High Traffic Flow and Short Parking scenario 

Car Park Occupancy on Arrivals 

The state of the car park during the simulation time shows the Table 17. 
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Moment of  
Car’s Arrival 
[s] 

Car Park Occupancy Level at the Moment of Car’s Arrival 

Sum of 
Cars 0-0.1 

0.1-
0.2 

0.2-
0.3 

0.3-
0.4 

0.4-
0.5 

0.5-
0.6 

0.6-
0.7 

0.7-
0.8 

0.8-
0.9 0.9-1 

1-300 60 56 20 2       138 

301-600  4 43 48 27 5     127 

601-900    11 34 53 35 5   138 

901-1200      3 31 47 27 3 111 

1201-1500       2 13 41 73 129 

1501-1800         6 113 119 

1801-2100          120 120 

2101-2400         7 116 123 

2401-2700         14 123 137 

2701-3000         28 94 122 

3001-3300         12 110 122 

3301-3600        1 24 89 114 

Sum of Cars 60 60 63 61 61 61 68 66 159 841 1500 
 

Table 17: Car park occupancy level dependent on the time of arrival of the car 

We can see, the occupancy level reaches the maximum in 25 minutes and for the next 

drivers, the car park is often full. 

Sectors Used for Parking 

As the previous indicator implies, there were many drivers who could not park. We 

analyse it therefore at first through the indicator ‘sectors used’. We can see the data in 

the Figure 18. The sector of number 0 stands for a driver who could not park. There 

were 288 such drivers what is 19 %.  

 

Figure 18: The sectors used for parking during the High Flow scenario 

If we look at the second part of the simulation only, in that the car park has already 

been fully occupied, the number of unsuccessful drivers is 201 (27 %) by the Table 18. 
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Sector 
Used 0-1799 1800-3600 

Sum of 
Cars 

1 128 100 228 

2 133 99 232 

3 91 73 164 

4 94 80 174 

5 113 97 210 

6 116 88 204 

0 87 201 288 

Sum of 
Cars 762 738 1500 

 

Table 18: Sectors used by the halves of the simulation 

Drivers’ Satisfaction Ratio 

The data with the results of this indicator are in the Table 19. 

 

 

 

Moment of 
Car’s Arrival [s] 

Drivers’ Satisfaction Ratio Sum 
of 
Cars 

0-
0.05 

0.85-
0.9 

0.9-
0.95 

0.95-
1 

1-
1.05 

1.05-
1.1 >1.1 

0-299    2 5 91 40 138 

300-599  4  18 41 59 4 126 

600-899  30 13 23 52 19 1 138 

900-1199  48 34 9 13 8  112 

1200-1499 25 40 39 1 3 16 5 129 

1500-1799 62 12 9 9 9 12 6 119 

1800-2099 42 6 2 11 16 26 17 120 

2100-2399 40 10 7 7 17 24 17 122 

2400-2699 38 32 8 16 12 19 11 136 

2700-2999 26 29 12 19 11 21 5 123 

3000-3299 24 26 18 8 11 27 9 123 

3300-3600 31 21 14 12 13 15 8 114 

Sum of Cars 288 258 156 135 203 337 123 1500 
 

Table 19: Driver's satisfaction ratio dependent on the time of car’s arrival 

We can see the values are very different in comparison to the previous scenario. Within 

the whole simulation time, only 44 % of drivers get the spot of the attractiveness they 

want. (For the low traffic flow scenario it was 86 %.) 

Observed in the second half of the simulation time, it is only 38 % (while in the previous 

scenario it was 77 %). 
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The values of lower satisfaction ratio that 0.85 are not possible to be reached due to 

the ration between the minimal and maximal initial drivers’ thresholds setting and the 

attractiveness values of the car park. 

Parking Time Above Optimal 

The following indicator is observed at the drivers only who got a parking space. The 

unsuccessful do not have a relevant value for the parking time, although the simulation 

returns the value they spent by searching. The data for the successful drivers collects 

the Table 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

Parking 
Time [s] 

Parking Time Above Optimal [s] Sum of 
Cars  0 5 15 20 25 30 

14 33      33 

19 237      237 

24 209 26     235 

29  20 239    259 

34   19 91   110 

44    51 56 51 107 

54      231 231 

Sum of Cars  479 46 258 91 56 282 1212 
 

Table 20: Parking time reached vs. parking time above optimal 

The data show the drivers searched for a parking space usually twice as long as the 

direct way to their final destination was. 

Parking Time vs Satisfaction Ratio 

The following Table 21 shows that the drivers who searched for the parking space 

longer then they could were both the unsatisfied and also the satisfied drivers as they 

went to the sector with the lowest attractiveness first and finally they realised, the sector 

with their desired value has a free spot. The drivers with the value 0 did not park and 

left the cark after the time stated in the table. 
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Parking Time 
Above Optimal [s] 0 

0.85-
0.90 

0.90-
0.95 

0.95-
1.00 

1.00-
1.05 

1.05-
1.10 >1.10 

Sum 
of Cars 

0   33 93 144 165 44 479 

5     26 19 1 46 

15  150 89 19    258 

20  59 32     91 

25    23 33   56 

30  49 2   153 78 282 

145 45       45 

155 95       95 

175 44       44 

195 104       104 

Sum of Cars 288 258 156 135 203 337 123 1500 
 

Table 21: Time above optimal spend vs. satisfaction ratio 

The results of the second occupancy scenario shows the drivers behave in a planned 

and designed way and they do not find the parking space immediately. Part of the 

drivers could not park what is given by the attribute of the simulation that is static, as it 

performs each car’s attempt separately and therefore no free spot may appear during 

the searching. 

The data and their processing for the analysis done are attached at the Annex 4 –

Analysis Flow 150. 
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8 Conclusion 

First, there were collected the factors that might be influencing the performance of car 

parks. The attributes of the parking spaces, e.g., their accessibility or attractiveness 

were identified. They are to be further researched and their values assessed. Most of 

them are nevertheless important for the operational level of the drivers’ behaviour on 

car parks.  

The main focus was put on the tactical level as it was researched it the lack of the 

current traffic simulation software tools. They are able to simulate the movements of 

cars and their interaction precisely, they cannot assign the parking spaces at car park 

the drivers in an appropriate was. 

The variable of the attractiveness was set as the main factor on its base the drivers 

make their decisions on the tactical level. For that, a scale for the value used for 

assessing the parking spaces at car parks was introduced.  

A design or principle of division of a car park to sectors of parking spaces with similar 

attractiveness by that the spaces are assessed by the driver was an important point of 

the thesis. 

To check if the assumptions were right, an iterative traffic analysis tool was designed 

in the environment of matrices MATLAB. The tools works quickly compared to 

microsimulation traffic tools as it count the movements of the cars only by pre-set 

parameters. The main focus is done to the tactical level. 

The thesis contains a complete manual how to bring a real car park into the simulation 

tool and perform a set of simulation runs. The output in form of tables is user-friendly 

and easy to be analysed by pivot tables. 

A possible further usage of the designed algorithm is to be implemented as a part of 

an existing current software. 

The other possibility is to prepare by this tool a dataset for another simulation tool that 

performs then the simulation at the operational level and 

There is also a room for further automatization, e.g., the process of transforming a car 

park to a graph that represents the car park’s network.  
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